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On 02 Jul 22, at about 1021 hrs., OPD officers were dispatched to 
REDACTED E 20TH ST on a report of Trespassing / Criminal Threats and 

the Brandishing of a Firearm. Suspect was reported to be armed with a 
shotgun that was used during the commission of the crime. I authorized the 
deployment of the Armored SUV for protection for the DATs. Medical was 

staged nearby. The suspect was gone on arrival.

2-Jul-22 1021 - 1243 Area 3 22-030122 LOP2207020
00345

Avatar, 
Robot, 

Armored 
SUV, 2 PRO’s

ARGUS Suspect was reported to be armed 
with a firearm that was used during 

the commission of the crime.

NONE NONE Gone on 
arrival

NONE

On 2 Jul 22, at about 2217 hours, OPD officers were dispatched to 
REDACTED Macarthur Blvd, Apt. REDACTED, to investigate a report of a 

brandishing of a firearm.  The suspect was reported to be armed with a 
firearm used during the commission of the crime.  I authorized the 

deployment of the armored Suburban, PROS, robots, and drones for the 
protection of the DATs.  Medical was staged nearby.  The suspect was 

arrested.

2-Jul-22 2217 Area 3 22-030236 LOP2207020
00994

Mavic Mini, 
Avatar, 

Suburban, 
PROs - 5

ARGUS Suspect was armed with a  firearm 
that was used during the 
commission of the crime.

NONE Loaded handgun 
recovered

MH 20s                      
PC 417(a)2

NONE

Lake Merritt on summer holidays, traffic and parking congestion along the 
narrow Lakeshore Avenue remains a safety priority. Unsafe conditions can 
result when cars are double- and triple-parked from MacArthur Boulevard 

to E. 18th Avenue, creating significant traffic jams and impeding access for 
emergency vehicles like fire trucks and ambulances. This is often the result 

of too many cars in too little space; the temporary street closures are 
established to help deliver any needed emergency sEmergency Rescue 

Vehichleices to people at or around the Lake as swiftly as possible.

3-Jul-22 0500-2100 Area 3 N/A N/A New 
Command 
Post #1102

NONE Lake Merritt was shutdown to 
vehicular traffic for 3-4 Jul 22. The 
CP was used as a central location 

for officers and other city 
sEmergency Rescue Vehichleices 

to meet. 

NONE NONE NONE NONE

Lake Merritt on summer holidays, traffic and parking congestion along the 
narrow Lakeshore Avenue remains a safety priority. Unsafe conditions can 
result when cars are double- and triple-parked from MacArthur Boulevard 

to E. 18th Avenue, creating significant traffic jams and impeding access for 
emergency vehicles like fire trucks and ambulances. This is often the result 

of too many cars in too little space; the temporary street closures are 
established to help deliver any needed emergency Emergency Rescue 

Vehichles to people at or around the Lake as swiftly as possible.

4-Jul-22 0500-2100 Area 3 N/A N/A New 
Command 
Post #1102

NONE Lake Merritt was shutdown to 
vehicular traffic for 3-4 Jul 22. The 
CP was used as a central location 

for officers and other city 
sEmergency Rescue Vehichleices 

to meet. 

NONE NONE NONE NONE



On 5 July 22, at approximately 0209 hours, a resident of REDACTED 39th 
Avenue contacted OPD Communication to report that his residence had 

been struck by gunfire. Reviewing his surveillance footage, he discovered 
that his neighbor from REDACTED 39th Avenue had shot his home while 
passing by in his car. The suspect and his vehicle were described by the 
victim. The victim reported that the suspect was present at his residence 
and that his car was parked on the street. Following a meeting with the 

victim and a preliminary investigation, it was determined that the suspect 
was in fact at home. At 1036 hours, Acting Lieutenant REDACTED (author) 

authorized the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle armored 
vehicle due to the possibility that the suspect was armed with a firearm. 

Before announcements were made, the suspect left the residence, which 
was surrounded by law enforcement. The suspect was apprehended with 
no further incident. Officer REDACTED drafted a search warrant for the 
residence in order to locate the weapon used in the commission of the 

crime.

5-Jul-22 1036 hours Area 4 22-030586 LOP2207050
00157

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 3

NONE Suspect was believed to have shot 
into a house and was believed to be 

armed. 

NONE No Firearm / 
Evidence of the 

Crime Recovered

1 NONE

On 5 Jul 22, at about 2229 hrs. OPD units assisted Hayward PD, who were 
tracking a 215 PC from their city in Oakland.  Units obsEmergency Rescue 
Vehichleed a second reported 215 PC vehicle (16 Hond Acc 4D Gry, Lic# 
REDACTED) out of Hayward (RD# 2022-036058) occupied and with the 
215 PC vehicle that HPD was tracking.  Units attempted a high-risk car 
stop and both vehicles fled.  A pursuit occurred with the Hond, which 

terminated in the 8400 blk of Holly St.  Upon its termination, 3 occupants 
were quickly detained, but a fourth (driver) was able to flee into the yards.  

A loaded handgun was recovered along the path of flight for the 
outstanding suspect.  A perimeter was established.  Medical was staged.  

Multiple DAT’s were formed.  Emeryville PD K9 assisted and ACSO 
responded to assist with their UAV.  After a lengthy yard search for the 

outstanding suspect with negative results, the area was secured.

5-Jul-22 2229-0200 
hrs.

Area 6 22-030717 LOP2207050
01084

ACSO UAV, 
Mavic Mini, 
PROs - 4

1 K9 (EPD) Outstanding suspect that fled from 
a 215 PC vehicle and was believed 

to still be armed with a firearm.

NONE 1 handgun NONE NONE

On 5 Jul 22, at about 2229 hrs. OPD units assisted Hayward PD, who were 
tracking a 215 PC from their city in Oakland.  Units obsEmergency Rescue 
Vehichleed a second reported 215 PC vehicle (16 Hond Acc 4D Gry, Lic# 
REDACTED) out of Hayward (RD# 2022-036058) occupied and with the 
215 PC vehicle that HPD was tracking.  Units attempted a high-risk car 
stop and both vehicles fled.  A pursuit occurred with the Hond, which 

terminated in the 8400 blk of Holly St.  Upon its termination, 3 occupants 
were quickly detained, but a fourth (driver) was able to flee into the yards.  

A loaded handgun was recovered along the path of flight for the 
outstanding suspect.  A perimeter was established.  Medical was staged.  

Multiple DAT’s were formed.  Emeryville PD K9 assisted and ACSO 
responded to assist with their UAV.  After a lengthy yard search for the 

outstanding suspect with negative results, the area was secured.

6-Jul-22 2229-0200 
hrs.

Area 6 22-030717 LOP2207050
01084

ACSO UAV, 
Mavic Mini, 
PROs - 4

1 K9 (EPD) Outstanding suspect that fled from 
a 215 PC vehicle and was believed 

to still be armed with a firearm.

NONE 1 handgun NONE NONE

On Sunday 10Jul22, the OPD sideshow detail (team #1) was deployed to 
assist patrol to disrupt sideshow activity involving over 50 

motorcycles/dirtbikes with an additional 60 spectators.  Units responded to 
the area and they were GOA.  

10-Jul-22 1200 AREA 3 22-031528 LOP2207100
00657 

PROs - 4 ARGUS                                       
Chemical 
Munitions

The tango team is authorized by 
COP to carry and deploy chemical 

munition while performing their 
duties as a tango team.

N/A N/A NONE NONE



A vehicle believed to have been involved in a previous homicide in the city 
of Oakland was discovered by police. The vehicle became disabled in the 

1900 block of Courtland Avenue after a brief pursuit. The suspect is 
believed to have entered the rear of REDACTED Courtland Ave. after 
escaping the vehicle and fleeing into the residential neighborhood. The 

officer discovered a firearm magazine and ammunition inside the 
abandoned vehicle, but no firearm. Due to the probable presence of a 

firearm, to include its use in the homicide, I authorized the deployment of 
the Emergency Rescue Vehichle and armored SUV to aid in our search 

and provide cover for the designated arrest team. The OPD UAV was also 
given permission to aid in the search for the suspect. The search for the 

suspect yielded negative results.

12-Jul-22 2334 hours AREA 5 22-031737 LOP2207110
01147

OPD Drone, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle and 

Armored 
SUV, PRO - 1

NONE Possible homicide suspect armed 
with a firearm.

Injured 
passenger in 

suspect 
vehicle. 

Firearm Magazine, 
ammunition, suspect 
vehicle, and articles 

of the suspects 
clothing.

NONE Suspect 
vehicle was 
damaged

On 14Jul22 at about 1800 hours, VCOC units were conducting a 
surveillance operation on a 664 187PC suspect in the 1900 block of 

International Blvd. Officers believed the suspect had entered an illegal 
gambling shack with two other individuals at REDACTED International 

Blvd.

14-Jul-22 1200 AREA 3 22-031078 Not Provided Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
6

CHP Air 
Support

The Emergency Rescue Vehichle 
and PRO’s were deployed to assist 

with the apprehension of WEST. 
Due to WEST's previous threats 

towards police, and CI information 
indicating he’s been seen armed 

with an AK47 rifle, I Authorized the 
deployment of the Emergency 
Rescue Vehichle and Armored 

suburban. 

N/A NONE NONE NONE

On 15 Jul 22 at about 2100 hours patrol officers responded to a report of a 
shooting at REDACTED Harrison and found one victim suffering from 
GSWs.  The victim was pronounced deceased on scene.  A short time 
later the suspect to the crime called dispatch and advised he was at 

REDACTED Harrison St.  I authorized the deployment of the armored 
Suburban so that officers could safely approach and detain the suspect.  

The suspect was taken into custody and a firearm was recovered.

15-Jul-22 2100 AREA 1 22-032371 LOP2207150
00959 

Armored 
Suburban, 
PROs - 4

N/A Homicide suspect armed with a 
firearm

NONE Loaded .40 cal 
handgun recovered

1 NONE



On July 22, at approximately 0023 hours, officers spotted a vehicle 
believed to have been involved in a shooting. Officers pursued the vehicle 
until Argus flew overhead, at which point the pursuit was terminated while 
Argus followed the vehicle. The vehicle continued to flee at a high rate of 
speed until it was rendered inoperable due to a vehicle collision. Multiple 
officers identified Wayne West as the suspect who fled the vehicle to the 
front door of REDACTED Church St. West was wanted for multiple felony 
arrest warrants and was believed to be involved in the shooting incident. 
The West attempted to break into the home (REDACTED Church St) but 

was unsuccessful. Two separate DATs were established, and West’s 
armed status was unknown. The primary DAT was formed on the north 

side of the residence and negotiations for a peaceful surrender began with 
West. Three members of HNT joined the primary DAT. With the assistance 
of the Tango Team, which responded from the sideshow detail, a second 
DAT was formed. Due to the West’s violent nature and belief that he was 

armed, I authorized the use of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle. The 
primary DAT continued negotiations with the suspect as the secondary 

DAT established a foothold on the south side of the residence, out of the 
suspect's line of sight. A canine unit from the OPD joined the Tango Team 
members to form the secondary DAT. The suspect was apprehended after 

HNT officers were able to negotiate a peaceful surrender following a 
lengthy standoff.

17-Jul-22 0023 hours AREA 5 22-031078 LOP2207170
00025

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 9 
Rifles on 
scene, 8 
deployed

Argus was 
utilized for the 
pursuit. Three 
members of 
HNT were on 

scene 3. 
Canine units 
responded, 

and 1 canine 
was deployed

Suspect involved in the incident 
had a warrant for carjacking. The 
vehicle the suspect fled in was 

used in an assault with a deadly 
weapon.

NO INJURIES Vehicle not fully 
searched as the 

vehicle was towed to 
the tech detail to be 

processed.

One (1) Vehicle 
collision 
damage

On 12 Jul 22 at about 1019 hours, patrol officers responded to a report of 
burglary in progress at REDACTED E. 22nd St. Upon arrival, officers 

obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed 3 suspects fleeing out of the residence 
and into nearby yards. It was determined the burglarized residence was an 

illegal cannabis grow after the homeowner responded to the scene and 
cooperated with the investigation. A perimeter was established, and 

multiple search teams w/ K-9’s, AVU unit, and PRO’s began and extensive 
search of the residential yards. After several hours, two of the three 

suspects were safely located and arrested.

12-Jul-22 1019 AREA 3 22-031837 LOP2207120
00344  

1. Matrice/2. 
Mavic 2. 

Breaching 
tools ( 

Halligan, bolt 
cutters, door 
ram). PROs - 

5. 

1. Argus,                                 
2. Canine

Cannabis Grow burglary suspects 
armed with tools (later video 

surveillance recovered showed 
suspects in possession of a AR-

Pistol)

NONE Evidence to burglary 2 NONE

The reporting person (RP) advised they were contacted by a neighbor, who 
heard voices in the RP’s home. The RP went home and found someone 
inside—a known subject (S1) who was with a male (S2) companion. S2 

was then said be sitting outside the residence with a gun in his lap. A third 
suspect (S3) was also on scene. The armored SUV was deployed in 

response to there being a subject armed with a firearm in public. While the 
armored SUV was en route, the RP became uncooperative and refused 

OPD assistance. The armored SUV was subsequently used to assist in a 
security check of the area for the armed suspect, who was not located.

18-Jul-22 1700 AREA 3 NONE LOP2207180
00726

Armored SUV NONE A subject was described to be 
armed with a handgun in front of 
the reporting person’s residence.

NONE NONE NONE NONE



At approximately 0302 hours, violence suppression units located a vehicle 
that was believed to have been involved in a home invasion robbery in the 

city of Hayward. After a brief pursuit, the four suspects abandoned the 
vehicle. The officers were able to apprehend one of the passengers, but 
the other three fled on foot into Concordia Park. A perimeter was quickly 

established around the park. Due to the vehicle possibly being involved in 
an armed home invasion robbery, I authorized the use of the Emergency 
Rescue Vehichle and the armored SUV. An ALCO drone unit arrived on 
scene and searched the area but did not locate any areas of interest. An 

ALCO K9 responded to the scene but was not utilized. The three 
outstanding suspects were not located. The occupant of the vehicle being 
detained was determined to have been a passenger. He was identified and 

was released pending further investigation.

19-Jul-22 0302 hours AREA 5 22-032830 LOP2207190
00081

ALCO Drone 
Unit, 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle and 
Armored 
SUV, Bolt 
Cutters, 

PROs - 2

ALCO K9 on 
scene not 

used

Vehicle believed to have been 
involved in an armed home 

invasion robbery.

NONE NONE NONE Two master 
locks cut

Livermore PD requested emergency cover due to their detainment of 
multiple subjects associated with a homicide. The armored SUV was 

deployed when it was reported additional armed suspects may be inside 
the target residence. While the armored SUV was en route, circumstances 

changed, prompting Livermore PD to handcheck the residence. The 
armored SUV was canceled.

19-Jul-22 1723 AREA 1 NONE LOP2207190
00629

Armored 
SUV, PRO - 1

NONE Armed homicide suspects were 
believed to be barricaded in a 

residence.

NONE NONE NONE NONE

On 20 Jul 22, at about 0352 hours, officers were dispatched to 
REDACTED International Boulevard on a ten (10) round shotspotter 

activation. Dispatch updated that in relation to the shotspotter, there was a 
physical fight where one suspect was actively shooting in the air. Officers 

arrived on scene and detained one subject, while an additional ten subjects 
went inside the business located at REDACTED international Boulevard. 
REDACTED. While detaining the subject officers located a rifle in close 
proximity. Officers also locate spent pistol casings in the driveway where 

the subject was detained. Subjects eventually exited the residence; 
however, officers were informed that at least one subject remained inside. 

Officers also advised that the firearm was also outstanding. Sgt. 
REDACTED (3L75) requested the Emergency Rescue Vehichle to be 

authorized due to one outstanding Code 7 subject remaining inside. Lt. 
Wehrly authorized the Emergency Rescue Vehichle at 0433 hours to assist 

and protection of the DAT. OPD K-9 Unit was also authorized due to the 
Code 7 subject. After numerous announcements, at about 0703 hours 
three (3) additional subjects exited the business. Officers authored a 

search warrant for the business. The search yielded a large amount of 
suspected cannabis, an additional rifle, two (2) handguns, one (1) fifty-

round pistol magazine, and numerous rounds of ammunition. 

20-Jul-22 0400hrs AREA 5 22-033031 LOP2207200
00100               

ALCO UAV, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle, 
PROs - 5

Canine To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover and blocking force for the 

apprehension of a suspected armed 
subject during a Warrant 

SEmergency Rescue Vehichleice.

NONE 2 Riffles, 2 
handguns, suspect 

cannabis, 1 50round 
magazine, and 

additional 
ammunition.

1 Arrest for 
firearm 

violation

NONE



An armed robbery and pistol-whipping occurred at the REDACTED parking 
lot (REDACTED) on 09 APR 22 at 1944 hours.  REDACTED has been 
identified as one of the suspects involved in the robbery. Additionally, 

REDACTED may have involvement in a recent Homicide but not wanted 
for it at the moment as investigation is still pending.VCOC Ops teams were 
tasked with the apprehension of Roofanderson for his warrant of 211 P/C 

and 182 P/C.  REDACTED was obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed by U/C 
officers leaving his apartment at REDACTED 17th St and followed to 

REDACTED International Blvd.  Argus assisted in following REDACTED 
and coordinating the arrest. I authorized the deployment of the Armored 
SUV to be utilized as mobile physical cover for the apprehension of an 

armed 211 P/C suspect who was suspected of being armed with a firearm. 
REDACTED was taken into custody following a Level 4, Type 22 use of 

force.  There were no injuries or property damage.  REDACTED was 
transported to CID for a follow-up intEmergency Rescue Vehichleiew.  A 

search warrant was executed at REDACTED’s residence yielding the 
recovery of an assault rifle and ammunition

20-Jul-22 1250hrs AREA 2 22-033117 LOP2207200
00477  

Armored 
SUV, PRO - 1

ARGUS To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover for the apprehension of an 
armed 211 P/C suspect who was 
suspected of being armed with a 

firearm. 

NONE Clothing, indicia, 
assault rifle

1 x 211 P/C, 
182 P/C 

warrant.  On 
View gun 
charges.

NONE

Officers were flagged down on a report of a robbery. An officer located the 
suspect vehicle nearby. Two males fled on foot from the vehicle while a 

female tried to drive the vehicle away before stopping. The suspects were 
linked to a prior armed robbery earlier in the night. Two loaded firearm 

magazines were found in the vehicle along with a 9-month old child. One of 
the males was detained during the initial foot pursuit. A perimeter was set 
up around the block where the other male ran into. Based on the suspects 
being associated with an armed robbery as well as the presence of firearm 
magazines in the vehicle, I authorized the use of a K-9 and UAS to locate 

the outstanding suspect and firearm(s). As the K-9 officer drove the 
perimeter and made announcements, the suspect made himself known 

and was arrested. A CID call-out was made.

20-Jul-22 2204 AREA 3 22-033164 LOP2207200
00996

UAS, PROs - 
4

Canine. OPD 
and outside 
agency air 

support 
unavailable.

Robbery suspect hiding in yards 
believed to be armed with a firearm.

NONE Firearm magazines 
recovered. No 

firearm located.

3 NONE



VCOC Officers were tasked with arresting REDACTED (MH, 12 Dec 91, 
PFN REDACTED) for his active Ramey Warrant in relation to traffic fatal hit 
and run 22-032656. The incident occurred on 17 Jul 22 at 2211 (6100 blk 
of Bancroft Ave). On 21 Jul 22, REDACTED was located in West Oakland 

by UC Officers. REDACTED was followed by Argus and UC Officers to 
REDACTED 54th Ave. Information was developed that REDACTED was 

possibly armed with a firearm while committing thefts of catalytic 
converters in West Oakland. I authorized the deployment of the Armored 

SUV to be utilized as mobile physical cover for the apprehension of a 
Ramey warrant suspect who was suspected of being armed with a firearm. 

During the arrest, REDACTED was in the company of his brother. Both 
REDACTED and his brother were placed under arrest following a Level 4, 
Type 22 and a Level 4, Type 29 UOF. REDACTED and his brother were 
each in possession of a semi-automatic pistol. There were no injuries or 
property damage. REDACTED was placed under arrest for his warrants. 
REDACTED and his brother were both placed under arrest for on view 

weapons violations.

21-Jul-22 1412hrs AREA 2 22-033274 LOP2207210
00603 

Armored 
SUV, PRO - 5

ARGUS To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover for the apprehension of a 

Ramey warrant suspect who was 
suspected of being armed with a 

firearm.

NONE 2 x Semi Auto pistol 1 x 20001 V/C 
warrant.  2 x 
On View gun 

charges.

NONE

The Ceasefire unit responded REDACTED to sEmergency Rescue 
Vehichlee a search warrant on a known shooting suspect.  Because of the 

danger the suspect posed to the officers the armored vehicle UAV was 
authorized.  The suspect was arrested on scene and a firearm was 

recovered.  

21-Jul-22 1509 AREA 1 22-032077 LOP2207210
00637

Mavic, 
Armored SUV

NONE Suspect armed with riffle during 
shooting. Suspect identified and 
sEmergency Rescue Vehichleing 

search warrant at suspects 
residence. Location was a 2nd story 
apartment with no cover available 

for officers.

NONE Ammo, Magazine 3 NONE

Victims were inside their bedroom apartment when they heard what 
sounded like a gunshot come from the unit above him.  Victims then 
noticed a bullet hole in the bedroom ceiling.  Units responded, and 

established a perimeter and a DAT. I authorized the deployment of the 
Emergency Rescue Vehichle, Armored SUV, and UAV.  Medical was 

staged nearby.  Announcements were given, but there was no response.  
A search warrant was authored, approved, and executed. UAV confirmed 

the target location was unoccupied.  Negative results on the search 
warrant.

21-Jul-22 2320 hrs. AREA 5 22-033339 LOP2207210
01068               

Mini 2 and 
Mavic 2, 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle and 
Armored 

SUV, Hook & 
Key, PRO - 4

OPD K9 
(present, but 
not deployed)

To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover for the apprehension of a 
suspect who was suspected of 

being armed with a firearm.

NONE NONE NONE NONE

Officers were dispatched to a person armed with a firearm call. The R/P 
stated that a male had exchanged US Currency to another male for the 

firearm. The supposed firearm was placed on the floorboard of his vehicle 
and then drove off. A plainclothes officer responded to the area and 
spotted the vehicle and the person of interest. The vehicle moved to 

another location and the driver exited with a passenger. The armored SUV 
responded to the scene and was used to block the suspect vehicle. 

Officers detained both subjects without incident. The supposed firearm was 
later discovered to be a pellet gun.

24-Jul-22 1103 hours AREA 1 F.I. report 
only

LOP2207240
00400

Armored 
SUV, PRO - 2

NONE I authorized the use of the Armored 
SUV to protect officers responding 

to an armed person call, with 
multiple subjects, and conducting a 

tactical high-risk stop.

NONE Pellet gun 
obsEmergency 

Rescue Vehichleed 
on floorboard of 
subjects vehicle. 

NONE



Subjects were reported to be breaking into a business (marijuana grow). 
The armored SUV and ESU drones were authorized to assist. The ACSO 

canine unit was also requested and assisted. Two suspects were taken into 
custody prior to the arrival of the aforementioned resources. A search of 

the building was conducted for outstanding suspects, with negative results. 
However, a firearm was recovered inside.

24-Jul-22 2245 AREA 3 22-033797 LOP2207240
01061

Mavic 
Enterprise 

drone, Mavic 
Mini, Armored 
SUV, PRO - 5

Outside 
agency 
canine 
(ACSO)

Burglary suspects were believed to 
be inside a marijuana grow. Based 
on past violent armed robberies of 
similar facilities, the armored SUV 
was authorized for deployment to 
allow the dedicated arrest team to 
safely establish itself in a tactical 
position in order to facilitate the 
safe surrender of the suspects. 

Further, the deployment of drones 
allowed for the building roof to be 
cleared. Drones also assisted with 
clearing the inside of the business.

NONE 1 pistol NONE NONE

Units were dispatched to investigate a report of a domestic violence 
incident.  Upon arrival, the suspect barricaded himself inside a vehicle and 
refused to exit.  A primary and secondary DAT was established. In order to 
gain a better visual of the suspect inside the vehicle to be able to ascertain 
if he was in possession of any weaponry, I authorized the use of an OPD 

UAV. Medical was staged and units attempted to negotiate with the 
suspect.  After multiple hours of the standoff, the suspect attempted to flee 
on foot when the UAV required a battery change.  The secondary DAT took 

the suspect into custody.

28-Jul-22 0200 hrs. AREA 6 22-034228 LOP2207270
00854

MAVIC 2 NONE To gain a better visual of the 
barricaded suspect and to be able 

to ascertain if he was in possession 
of any weaponry (i.e., firearms, 

improvised weapons, etc.)

NONE NONE YES NONE

CRO-3 and Patrol sEmergency Rescue Vehichleed a search warrant at an 
illegal gambling location at REDACTED International Blvd. I approved the 
deployment of the drone and robot. The equipment was used to clear the 
location before the DAT conducted the hand search. The investigation is 

continuing.

27-Jul-22 1300 hours AREA 3 22-033207 LOP2207270
00384 

ICOR Robot 
and Mavic 2 -
Drone, PROs -

3

NONE Search warrant at a suspected 
illegal gambling facility.  The 

location was suspected of having 
firearms.

NO NONE 1 Arrested-
Warrant

NONE



VCOC Officers were tasked with arresting REDACTED (REDACTED, PFN 
REDACTED) for his active Ramey Warrant in relation to traffic fatal hit and 
run 22-024960.  The incident occurred on 31 May 22 at REDACTED. On 
28 Jul 22, REDACTED was located at the REDACTED by UC Officers.  

REDACTED was in the company of his girlfriend who was the driver of the 
vehicle Perez was located in.  REDACTEDwas followed by Argus and UC 

Officers to REDACTED Hesperian Blvd, Hayward (REDACTED).  
Information was developed that REDACTED as possibly armed with a 

firearm. Historically, REDACTED has led police on multiple vehicle 
pursuits.  Further, on past attempts to arrest REDACTED, he has fought 

with the police and rammed police cars with his vehicle to attempt escape. 
I authorized the deployment of the Armored SUV to be utilized as mobile 

physical cover for the apprehension of a Ramey warrant suspect who was 
suspected of being armed with a firearm. During the arrest, REDACTED 

and his girlfriend led police on a brief foot pursuit.  During the foot pursuit, 
REDACTED tripped, fell to the ground, got up, and continued to flee.  

REDACTED did not obey commands to stop.  One officer deployed an 
ECW but missed.  REDACTED was handcuffed on the ground after a 

takedown. REDACTED was not injured during the UOF.  REDACTED did 
have a scratch to his face which occurred when he fell during the foot 

pursuit.  Upon a search of Perez’s vehicle, a loaded semi-automatic pistol 
was located under the passenger seat where Perez was seated. Perez was 

placed under arrest for his warrants and on view weapons violations. 

28-Jul-22 1628hrs AOA 22-034362 LOP2207280
00662

Armored SUV 
and PROs - 4

ARGUS To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover for the apprehension of a 

Ramey warrant suspect who was 
suspected of being armed with a 

firearm.

YES 1 x Semi Auto pistol 1 x 20001 V/C 
warrant and 
on View gun 

charges.

NONE

On 29 Jul 22, a memorial event was planned at the Continental Club for 
REDACTED, who was the victim of a homicide at REDACTED Pippin St. in 

Area 6 last week.

29-Jul-22 2100 hours AREA 1 N/A LOP2207290
01025

Community 
Resource 

Safety Vehicle

NONE To help prevent any potential 
violence or retaliatory shootings, I 
authorized the deployment of the 

Community Resource Safety 
Vehicle to provide a highly visible 
presence in the area during the 

event.

NONE NONE NONE NONE

The US Marshals requested VCOC assistance to apprehend a murder 
suspect. Due to the severity of the crime and the fact that the weapon used 

during the crime was still outstanding, coupled with the suspect’s violent 
criminal history, I authorized the use of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle.

2-Aug-22 1200 AREA 4 22-035157 LOP2200802
000454

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 4

ARGUS Wanted murder suspect. NONE NONE NONE NONE

A male and female subject were obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed in 
some sort of dispute. The male was seen with a rifle, moving back and 

forth between two parked vehicles. Units coordinated a response with the 
armored SUV. The male was ordered out of one of the vehicles and was 

detained. A shotgun was recovered within the vehicle. The male was 
subsequently arrested.

2-Aug-22 1230 AREA 1 22-035160 LOP2208020
00472

Armored 
SUV, PROs - 

2

ARGUS A subject was reported to be in 
front of a residence with a rifle, 

going back and forth between two 
vehicles. The armored SUV was 

used to provide physical cover for 
officers and allow them to be a 

position to communicate with the 
armed subject and de-escalate the 

situation.

NONE Fully-loaded sawed-
off shotgun

1 NONE



On 02 Aug 22, Officers were dispatched to 3870 Brown on a report of a 
structure fire. This incident began to evolve into what resulted as a 212.5, 
10851, followed by a 215, and a 664/215 ending at the Chabot Space & 

Science Center REDACTED Skyline Blvd. Officers responded to the 
location where the subject was last spotted running into the wilderness. 

Officers conducted a search of the immediate area. The UAV Drone team 
was used to conduct a grid search, as well as ARGUS and REDACTED. 

Regional Parks set up containment of the trail area. An OPD team was left 
on scene, regional parks had officers patrol the area (High Visibility), and 
an OPD team was set in place at the Brown St location. The subject was 
not located. The UAV Drone was authorized due to the nature of the call 

and the terrain of the location.

2-Aug-22 1318hrs AREA 4 22-035164 LOP2208020
00552

Drone ARGUS and 
EAGLE 8

To be utilized for the apprehension 
of an armed subject involved in 

multiple Felonious crimes.

NONE NONE N/A NONE

On 3 Aug 22, Communications received a call regarding a male, with an 
automatic weapon, inside a 4-door blue vehicle. It appeared the subject 
was possibly trying to hotwire the vehicle. Officers responded to the area 
and spotted the male in the front seat. Due to subject possibly being in 
possession of an automatic weapon, I authorized the deployment of the 

Armored SUV in order to safely approach and detain the subject. Officers 
responded to the location and was able to take the subject safely into 

custody.  The vehicle was determined to be stolen out of Oakland and two 
paintball guns were located inside the vehicle.

3-Aug-22 1239hrs AREA 1 22-035319 LOP2208030
00490               

Armored SUV 
and PRO

NONE Utilized for the apprehension of an 
armed subject inside a vehicle.  

NONE Two Paintball Guns YES NONE

On 4 Aug 22, Officers responded to 6th St. and Oak St. near the 880 
Freeway offramp on a call of female waiving a gun around. Officers arrived 

on scene and located the female on top of a hill by the overpass. The 
subject appeared to be talking to herself. Officer requested the Mental 

Health Unit to the scene. Officers  attempted to talk with the subject but 
she would engage. No weapon was seen but due the subject possibly 

having a gun and being in an elevated position, I authorized the use of the 
armored SUV to provide cover to the officers on scene. Since the subject 

was in an elevated position, I authorized the use of the drone also to better 
see the area. A DAT was set, and the subject began to walk down the hill. 

The DAT safely detained the subject and cleared the area for any 
weapons. No weapons were found. It was possibly a power drill the subject 
was waving around. I cancelled the Armored SUV and the drone. Neither 
was utilized. The subject did not meet the criteria for a mental health hold 

and was released.  

4-Aug-22 1114hrs AREA 1 22-035482 LOP2208040
00400

Drones & 
SUV 

authorized, 
but not 

utilized, PROs 
- # not 

provided

NONE Utilized for the apprehension of an 
armed subject near the freeway 

offramp.

N/A N/A N/A NONE



On 5 Aug 22 at 1008 hours, officers were dispatched to 98th Ave and 
International for the report of a stabbing, that was said to have occurred at 
REDACTED 88th Ave.  Officers met with the victim (uncle of the suspect) 

who had been stabbed in the back several times.  The victim was 
transported to ACH and ER staff stated that he was in stable condition, but 

they were concerned about blood in his lungs. Officers learned the 
suspect’s identity (REDACTED) and that he stayed at REDACTED 88th 

Ave #A last night (otherwise transient).  Officers conducted a work up of 
the suspect and location, and they discovered a phone number that was 
linked to the suspect. The plan was created and the ALCO drones were 

deployed.  The DAT called the phone number but there was no response. 
Announcements were made but still no response. The suspect’s sister 
called Sgt. REDACTED (from the same number that was linked to the 

suspect) and she stated that she was with the suspect. Sgt. REDACTED 
arranged for a location where the suspect could be dropped off; the 

suspect was positively identified and he was taken into custody.  The 
residence was cleared with no one else located inside. A felony assault 

callout was initiated.

5-Aug-22 1008-1411 
hours

Area 6 
beat 33x

22-035659 LOP2208050
00336

ALCO Drones ARGUS The drones were deployed to 
determine if the suspect was inside 

of the location.

NONE Nothing on initial 
clear

One suspect 
arrested, no 

one 
outstanding

NONE

Units were dispatched to a possible shooting in progress.  Dispatch 
reported hearing possible gunshot while land wire with the R/P. Upon 

arrival, there were no immediate signs of a shooting or victims.  
Information was developed that a person (MW) possibly involved in the 

incident was located in #REDACTED.  A surround and callout was initiated. 
Two subjects exited the target unit.  The detained resident with standing 

gave permission for a search to be conducted of the residence. No 
firearms located. After further investigation it was determined there was no 

merit to the report of a shooting.  The MW was evaluated for a mental 
health hold, but he did not fit the criteria. 

7-Aug-22 0035 hrs. AREA 4 22-035905 LOP2208070
00030

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehicle, Key 
(deployed, but 
not needed), 

ballistic shield

NONE Protection for DAT and potential 
utilization of breeching tools.

NONE NONE Level 4-Type 
22 (x2)

NONE

On Aug 6th at 0316, Officers responded to 1900 Blk of Broadway for a 
shooting. 22-035774

6-Aug-22 1000-0200 AREA 1 22-035774 N/A New 
Command 
Post #1102

NONE Command Post was placed in this 
area because of violence at the 

1900 Broadway.

NONE NONE NONE NONE

Recent shootings during club hours led to the deployment of the 
Community Resource Command Post in the Broadway corridor between 

17th and 19th Streets, with the intent of abating gun violence. No such 
violence occurred during this incident.

7-Aug-22 2200-0130 AREA 1 N/A LOP2208080
00943

Community 
Resource 
Command 

Post (1102)

NONE High-visibility police presence to 
abate gun violence in the 1700-

1900 blocks of Broadway.

No injuries NONE NONE NONE



Units were dispatched to a subject IFO REDACTED 106th Ave. armed with 
a gun and firing it into the air.  Per the Victim, the suspect was her 
estranged husband.  Upon OPD’s arrival, the suspect fled into the 

backyard of the residence.  A perimeter was established to contain the 
suspect and a DAT was formed.  A loaded handgun was recovered inside 

the suspect’s vehicle.  The victim was evacuated from her residence. I 
authorized the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle and 

Armored SUV for DAT protection.  ACSO responded with UAV’s and a K9 
team.  The UAV located the suspect hiding in the backyard.  Sgt. 

REDACTED (HNT member) was able to establish a rapport with the 
suspect and negotiated his surrender without further incident.

7-Aug-22 2358 hrs. AREA 6 22-036034 LOP2208070
01042

ACSO UAV-
MAVIC2, 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehicle and 
Armored 

SUV, Ballistic 
shield (x2), 
PROs (x3)

ACSO K9 (on 
scene, but not 

utilized)

Protection for DAT and to safely 
apprehend the suspect

No injuries One loaded firearm 
(Glock 27)

One arrest 
made, no 

outstanding 
suspects

NONE

A subject phoned the police saying he was armed with a pistol and in need 
of assistance. The subject was possibly suffering from a mental health 

emergency. An officer was able to confirm the subject appeared to have a 
gun. The armored SUV was deployed to assist officers with communicating 

and detaining the subject. The subject was detained and the gun in 
question was determined to be a BB gun. It was taken for safekeeping 

along with other weapons, and the subject was placed on a mental health 
hold.

8-Aug-22 1650 AREA 1 22-036126 LOP2208080
00661

Armored SUV Canine 
handlers were 
en route; no 

canines 
deployed.

The armored SUV was deployed to 
assist with an armed subject, 

possibly suffering from a mental 
health emergency.

No injuries Glock BB air pistol, 
Spark Lipstick Stun 
Gun, multiple knives

NONE NONE

On 08 Aug 22, Officers were dispatched to a call of a subject laying down 
on the ground with a firearm. Officer confirmed with multiple RP's that the 

subject had a firearm. Officers established a DAT and obsEmergency 
Rescue Vehichleed the subject laying on the sidewalk with a firearm 

resting at his feet. I approved the deployment of the Emergency Rescue 
Vehichle to assist and protection of the DAT. Officers recovered the 

firearm and performed a rescue due to the subject appearing to suffer from 
a medical emergency. The firearm ended up being a replica.

8-Aug-22 0740hrs AREA 5 22-036046 LOP2208080
00159 

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehichle

N/A To be utilized for the apprehension 
of an armed subject.

No injuries Replica firearm N/A NONE

On 08 Aug 22, Officers located a possible armed robbery vehicle with a 
suspect in the driver's seat.  The firearm in this crime was still outstanding. 

I approved the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle to assist 
and protection of the DAT. Officers blocked the vehicle in, set up 

containment, called out the suspect, and took him into custody. There was 
no firearm recovered.

8-Aug-22 0932hrs AREA 6 22-007424 LOP2208080
00232  

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehichle

N/A To be utilized for the apprehension 
of a possible armed subject.

No injuries NONE N/A NONE

On 11 Aug 22, Officers responded to Children’s Fairyland for a subject with 
a gun. The RP called and advised Communications that there was an 

attempt robbery of his cell phone by a MB, 30s, armed with a gun. The RP 
stated the subject was seated on a bench near the Bonsai Garden Due to 

the nature of the call and the location of the armed subject, I authorized the 
use of the ALCO Drone and the Armored SUV  to safely locate and 

approach the subject. Argus was overhead giving units updates on the 
area. A DAT was set. Per Argus and the Drone Operator the area 

appeared clear. The DAT entered the area and was unable to locate the 
subject.  

11-Aug-22 1412hrs AREA 3 22-036611 LOP2208110
00543

Authorized/AL
CO Drone 

Responded,Ar
mored SUV 
Authorized, 
PROs - how 

many?

ARGUS Utilized for the apprehension of an 
armed subject inside Fairyland.  

N/A N/A N/A N/A



On 11 Aug 22, at about 1531 hours, OPD Communications received a call 
about a subject who brandished a handgun at the reporting person’s 

husband and threatened to shoot the husband near REDACTED Filbert St. 
Officers and supEmergency Rescue Vehichleisors met at a remote location 
to formulate a plan.  A DAT was formed and contingencies were discussed 

with the DAT.  ARGUS was overhead and provided information on the 
suspect’s location. I authorized the use of the Armored Suburban.  The 

DAT responded to the suspect’s location and safely took him into custody

11-Aug-22 1531 hours AREA 1 22-036626 LOP2208110
00618

Armored 
Suburban, 
PROs - 2

ARGUS Because the suspect was reported 
to be armed with a handgun and 

threatened to shoot the R/P’s 
husband, I authorized the use of the 

Armored Suburban.

No injuries One Airsoft handgun 
with orange tip 
painted black

1 NONE

On 10 Aug 22, a named caller contacted OPD communications and 
reported seeing a suspect in a distinct car, armed with a firearm. Officers 
responded and coordinated ground response with Argus. Argus provided 

obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleations that were consistent with the caller. 
Officers contacted the caller and confirmed the caller’s obsEmergency 

Rescue Vehichleations. When officers challenged the suspect, he 
barricaded himself inside of his vehicle. Officers gave commands and the 

suspect eventually surrendered. After further investigation it was 
determined the suspect was likely never armed but lives in his vehicle in a 

residential neighborhood and the residents would like him moved. This 
issue appears to have since been abated.

10-Aug-22 1539 hours AREA 4 22-036455 LOP2208100
00617

Yes to 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle/SUV 

which one? 
PROs - 4

K9, 
helicopter, 
and stop 
sticks.

Suspect was alleged to be armed 
with a firearm.

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

Units were dispatched to REDACTED San Leandro St. for a 212.5 PC in 
progress.  V1 reported that he was forced at gunpoint to allow an armed 
caravan entry into the yard of a marijuana cultivation warehouse.  From 
there, the suspects forced entry into the building and began to remove 
marijuana product.  As officers began to arrive, the suspects fled, but it 
was unknown if some of the suspects were still inside the business.  I 
authorized the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehicle for DAT 

protection.  ACSO responded with UAV’s and a K9 team. The business 
was searched with negative results.

12-Aug-22 0035 hrs. AREA 6 22-036676 LOP2208120
00018    

ACSO UAV-
MAVIC 2, 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 3

ACSO K9 Protection for DAT No injuries NONE NONE NONE

On 12 Aug 22, units were dispatched to well check in front of REDACTED 
38th St. The RP told Communications there was an unconscious person in 

the driver’s seat of a pickup truck. Officers arrived and discovered the 
vehicle was stolen and saw the subject in the driver’s seat.  Units were 

able to box in vehicle and began giving commands to the driver who was 
uncooperative and attempted to drive away. Based on the nature of the 
call, I authorized the use of the Armored SUV  to safely approach the 

subject’s vehicle and gain a better visual into the vehicle. The driver was 
uncooperative and appeared to be sleeping. I authorized the use of less-

lethal bean bag rounds to the body of the vehicle in order to gain 
compliance from the subject and determine if he was aware of our 

presence. The subject came out of the vehicle and was safely taken into 
custody.  

12-Aug-22 1033hrs AREA 2 22-036749 LOP2208120
00324

Armored 
SUV, PROs, 

Bean Bag 
(2X).

NONE Utilized for the apprehension of 
barricaded suspect inside  a stolen 

vehicle.   

Nothing listed. N/A YES Two Less-
Lethal Bean 
Bag Rounds 
to the back 
passenger 

side window 
and two Less-
Lethal rounds 

to the rear 
driver side 

quarter panel.



On 12 Aug 22 at 1153 hours, officers spotted an armed robbery suspect in 
the area of 90th Ave and Walnut.  Officers were familiar with the suspect 

via a flyer (by OHA).  The suspect ran from officers and into the suspect’s 
residence at REDACTED 90th Ave.  Containment was set and a DAT was 

formed.  Upon announcements, family members of the suspect exited.  
After several hours of negotiating with both family members and the 

suspect, the suspect agreed to come out.  The suspect was taken into 
custody without incident.  OHA investigators responded with a search 

warrant, and to take over the investigation. I authorized the use of ALCO 
drones (OPD drones were on a separate incidents).  The ALCO drones 

responded to our location; however, they were no longer needed.

12-Aug-22 1153-1545 Area 6 
beat 34x

22-036728 LOP2208120
00393

ALCO 
Drones, PRO -

1

NONE The ALCO drones responded but 
were not used - REASON 

NEEDED.

No injuries Nothing on initial 
clear; handed over 

to OHA CID

One suspect 
arrested, no 

one 
outstanding

One pad lock 
was cut

On 12 Aug 22, OPD Communications received a call advising of an armed 
individual inside REDACTED 70th Avenue swinging a knife at people. 

Officers responded and contacted residents who advised their relative was 
inside and after ingesting methamphetamine had attempted to kill several 
family members. Officers established containment and attempted to call 

the suspect out. On duty personnel were working a separate incident 
(VPOTUS visit) and responded with the armored suburban. Officers 

deployed the UAV and the suspect closed the door. Officers deployed the 
robot and the suspect surrendered without incident

12-Aug-22 1134 hours AREA 5 22-036730 LOP2208120
00379

1 interior UAV 
and 1 avatar, 

Armored 
SUV, PRO - 1

Armored 
SUV, shield, 
interior UAV, 
robot, PRO - 

S/B NON 
Military 

Equipment

Armed barricaded suspect inside a 
residence.

No injuries 1 edged weapon 
recovered

NONE NONE

On 12 Aug 22, OPD officers responded to the area of REDACTED 38th 

Street for a welfare check on an unconscious person inside a vehicle. 
Upon arrival, officers located the person inside a vehicle that was reported 
stolen. Officers established containment and attempted to call the suspect 
out. The suspect attempted to flee in the stolen vehicle, striking multiple 
patrol vehicles, but the vehicle was pinned in. On-duty personnel were 

working a separate incident (VPOTUS visit) and responded with the 
armored suburban. Officers deployed less lethal drag-stabilized rounds at 

the vehicle and the suspect surrendered without incident.

12-Aug-22 1033 hours AREA 2 22-035593 LOP2208120
00324

Armored 
SUV, PRO - 1

Armored 
SUV, shield, 
PRO - S/B 

NON Military 
Equipment. 

Barricaded suspect inside a 
vehicle.

No injuries No weapons 
recovered; stolen 
vehicle recovered

1 MB 44 Minor body 
damage to 
the stolen 

vehicle, city 
attorney 

information 
provided to 
registered 

owner.

On 13 Aug 22 at 1036 hours, Sgt. Dolan received information (from our 
Intelligence Unit) that an armed carjacking suspect was initially in the 

parking lot at REDACTED MacArthur.  After a short time, the suspect went 
inside one of the hotel rooms (unknown which room). Sergeants 

REDACTED and REDACTED met with a team of patrol officers and they 
created a plan, which I approved.  I authorized the deployment of our 

Emergency Rescue Vehichle and armored SUV.  I also authorized the use 
of our drone (not used). Argus was also overhead. During the team 

briefing, the suspect exited a room and entered his vehicle.  Our team 
arrived at the location as the suspect left.  Argus followed the vehicle until 

it stopped at 67th Ave and Avenal.  Officers arrived at that location, but the 
vehicle was unoccupied.  Officers canvassed the area and learned, via 
surveillance footage, that the suspect walked E/B on the 6700 block of 

Avenal moments before our officers arrived.

13-Aug-22 1036 -1300 Area 6 
beat 34x

22-036875 LOP2208130
00350

OPD exterior 
drones (on 
standby but 
not used), 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle and 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
2

ARGUS The suspect was armed with a 
firearm when he committed the 

carjacking.

nothing listed. N/A Suspect was 
GOA

901C 
(Incident 

#LOP220813
000416)



While responding to a burglary in progress with an armed individual, OPD 
was advised by CHP, they were driving by and obsEmergency Rescue 

Vehichleed an armed individual in the roadway. CHP detained one subject 
prior to OPD arrival. Officers obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed an open 
window to a liquor store. A perimeter was established, and D.A.T formed. 

OPD relieved all CHP on scene. During the investigation, it was 
determined that the armed individual detained, was in fact the store clerk 
who interrupted the burglary and chased the suspects down the street. I 
authorized the Armored SUV to assist officers on the D.A.T. UAV officers 
responded and deployed the robot. ACSO canine responded to assist and 
was eventually deployed into the business. OPD officers eventually cleared 

the business with negative results.

26-Jul-22 0620 hours Area 2 22-033983 LOP2207260
00166

UAV (Mini-2 
broken / not 
used; Avatar 
robot – used), 

Armored 
SUV, Halligan 
tool, 3 PROs 
(2-OPD / 1-

ACSO)

ACSO Canine 
used (1 – Sgt. 
/ 1 – Canine 
deputy / 1 – 

cover deputy)

I authorized the use of the Armored 
SUV to protect officers responding 

to an armed person call on a 
burglary in progress. CHP advised 

they had detained an individual 
while driving by, that was armed 
with a firearm. The business was 
unsecure and still needed to be 

searched.

none listed CHP recovered a 
firearm from subject 
they detained prior 

to OPD arrival. 
Subject was 

determined to have 
been store worker / 
victim of burglary.   

NONE Front large 
glass pane 
window was 
broken by 
burglary 

suspects. 
OPD units 

used Halligan 
tool to break 
out remaining 
window glass 
to allow for a 

safe entry into 
business.

On 12 Aug 22, I directed officers to deploy the Freightliner mobile 
command post to the 1700 block of Broadway while vehicular traffic was 

shut down between the hours of 2100 and 0300.

12-Aug-22 2100-0300 
hours

AREA 1 N/A N/A Freightliner 
Command 

Post

N/A Traffic Control N/A N/A N/A NONE

On 13 Aug 22, I directed officers to deploy the Freightliner mobile 
command post to the 1700 block of Broadway while vehicular traffic was 

shut down between the hours of 2100 and 0300.

13-Aug-22 2100-0300 
hours

AREA 1 N/A N/A Freightliner 
Command 

Post

N/A Traffic Control N/A N/A N/A NONE

Dispatch received a call from the owner of REDACTED. The owner stated 
that he had live feed security cameras showing approximately ten 

individuals breaking into his business armed with long rifles and torches. I 
authorized the Emergency Rescue Vehichle to be utilized to keep officers 

responding to the incident protected while attempting to arrest the 
suspects. The suspects fled the scene in vehicles at a high rate of speed 

as officers were approaching the business.

15-Aug-22 0133 hours AREA 4 22-037134 LOP2208150
00042

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 2

NONE Commercial burglary with ten 
suspects believed to be armed with 

rifles.

NO injuries NONE NONE Damage to 
property done 
by suspects 
prior to our 

arrival.

The US Marshals requested VCOC assistance to apprehend a murder 
suspect. Due to the severity of the crime and the fact that the weapon used 
during the crime was still outstanding, I authorized the use of both armored 

vehicles to assist with the apprehension of the suspects.

15Au22 1300 AOA 22-035774 LOP2200815
000496

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
2

ARGUS  Wanted murder suspect. No injuries NONE 2 arrests NONE

A shooting occurred near Lake Merritt/Children’s Fairyland. Drones were 
used to assist conducting a search of the area. Intel led officers to the 

suspect’s location in the 400 blk of Bellevue Av. The armored SUV and 
Emergency Rescue Vehichle were used by arresting officers when taking 

the suspect into custody.

15-Aug-22 1400 AREA 3 22-037215 LOP2208150
00537

MAVIC 
Enterprise x 
2, Armored 
SUV and 

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehichle

Helicopter, 
canine (not 
deployed)

The armored SUV and Emergency 
Rescue Vehichle, and multiple 

drones, were deployed to assist in 
the apprehension of a shooting 

suspect.

No injuries pending 1 NONE



Officers on patrol discovered a subject asleep in a vehicle with what 
appeared to be a rifle in plain view in the rear passenger compartment. 

Due to the subject being armed with a potential rifle, I authorized the 
deployment of the armored Suburban and Emergency Rescue Vehichle so 
that officers could safely approach and detain the subject.  While officers 
were maneuvering the vehicles into place, the subject awoke and exited 

the vehicle. Officers detained the subject and recovered the firearm which 
was found to be an unloaded shotgun legally registered to the subject. The 

subject was ultimately released pending further investigation.

15-Aug-22 2225 AREA 3 22-037270 LOP2208150
00986

Armored 
SUV, 

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehichle

N/A Suspect asleep with a rifle No injuries Unloaded shotgun 0 NONE

On Tuesday, 16 Aug 22, the Oakland Police Department’s Tactical 
Operations Team assisted the Department’s Criminal Investigation Division 

(CID) with sEmergency Rescue Vehichleing search and arrest warrants 
involving suspects from Oakland and Fairfield. CID is currently 

investigating a series of armed robberies of Rolex watches, which have 
occurred in several Bay Area Cities (Oakland, Danville, Concord, American 
Canyon, and Fairfield). One of the suspects is associated with a residence 

in the REDACTED block of 35th Ave. At about 0500 hours, the Tactical 
Operations Team responded to the suspect’s residence and executed the 
warrants. The residence was secured for the search warrant. The suspect 
was not at the residence but was later arrested in Sacramento by VCOC 

and CHP. The investigation is ongoing, and anyone with additional 
information should contact the Oakland Police Department’s Criminal 

Investigation Division.

16-Aug-22 500 AREA 4 22-037292 LOP2208160
00084

Mavic 2 
Enterprise X2, 
Avatar Robot 
X1, Armored 
Suburban, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle, 
Command 
Post - 2, 27 
AR Rifles, 4 

Sniper Rifles, 
1 LRAD 

(Announceme
nts)

ARGUS, 
Canine on the 

scene not 
deployed

The suspect was involved with a 
group that engaged in violent 

armed Robberies (Rifles & 
Handguns) of Rolex watches.

No injuries NO NONE NONE

Units were dispatched to REDACTED 91st Ave. for a 246 PC.  V1 reported 
that S1 was at his rear door trying to force entry.  V1 believed S1 had a 

firearm when he heard two gunshots and heard one of his windows 
breaking.  Upon OPD arrival, S1 fled E/B into the yards.  A perimeter was 

established.  Due to S1 possibly having a firearm, I authorized the 
deployment of both the Emergency Rescue Vehichle and Armored SUV for 
DAT protection.  Traditional air support was not available. I authorized an 

UAV deployment by OPD.  A primary and secondary DAT was established.  
OPD K9 was on scene and utilized during the extensive yard search.  
Unfortunately, S1 was never found. It was determined that no gunfire 

struck the residence and S1 may have fired the gun into the air (246.3 PC).

18-Aug-22 150 AREA 6 22-037623 LOP2208180
00059

UAV-MAVIC 
2, Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle/Arm

ored SUV, 
PRO's (x3)

OPD K9 Protection for DAT No injuries NONE NONE NONE



On 14 Aug 22 at 1220 hours, officers were dispatched to REDACTED 79th 

Ave for the report of the RP’s REDACTED armed with a firearm.  The RP 
added that the suspect had rifles inside of the residence as well.  The 

suspect was said to be a City of Oakland (sewer division) employee, with 
his work truck nearby. Officers gathered intelligence and learned that the 
suspect had previous firearms related arrests.  An additional work up was 

done on the RP and residence.  Officers met with the RP in person.  A DAT 
was formed and containment was set.  I authorized the use of the armored 
vehicles and OPD drones (which were not deployed, but on standby). The 

suspect complied with all commands and he was detained.  A search 
warrant was written and executed, but no firearms were found/recovered.  

According to family and neighbors, this is an ongoing feud between the two 
siblings.  The suspect was released.

14-Aug-22 1220-1500 AREA 5 
beat 30x

22-037038 LOP2208140
00456

OPD drones, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle, Five 
PROs (Tango 

Team)

ARGUS The RP (brother) stated that the 
suspect was armed with multiple 

firearms

No injuries NONE No arrests NONE

On 18 Aug 22 at 0756 hours, officers were dispatched to the area of 
REDACTED 86th Ave for the report of a suspect located.  This call is 

associated with an incident (LOP220818000059) from 3rd watch, in the 
REDACTED block of 91st Ave.  The suspect was reported to have 

committed a felony vandalism, brandished a weapon other than a firearm, 
and possibly unlawfully discharged a firearm.  During this earlier incident, 
officers conducted a yard search, but they did not locate the suspect. On 

this current incident, a family member (RP) obsEmergency Rescue 
Vehichleed the same suspect in the 1400 block of 86th Ave, and she 

called OPD. Additional details included that the suspect gets violent with 
the police.  Members of our Intel unit responded and located the suspect in 

the 1400 block of 86th Ave.  A mobile DAT was formed and a plan was 
created.  I approved the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle 
since there was information that the suspect was armed with a firearm.  
Sgt. REDACTED led the DAT, while Sgt. REDACTED gathered more 

information about the suspect, and he reviewed the associated reports. 
The suspect was detained without incident and he was arrested for felony 
vandalism and brandishing a weapon (other than a firearm).  I consulted 
with CID regarding the discharging of the firearm offense; there was no 

evidence, or witnesses, to corroborate that crime.

18-Aug-22 0756-0930 Area 6 
beat 34x

22-037623 LOP2208180
00220

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 2

Intel officers, 
OPD canine

The previous incident on today’s 
date indicated that this suspect 
could be armed with a firearm

No injuries NONE One arrest, 
none 

outsanding

NONE

Officers were in the area of REDACTED when they spotted two known 
robbery suspects.  One of the suspects was armed with a firearm.  A foot 
pursuit ensued where one of the suspects discarded a firearm into a yard.  
A yard search was conducted and Lt. REDACTED authorized the use of 

the UAV for the safety of the units on scene.  The suspect was not located, 
however the discarded firearm was located.  

18-Aug-22 1407 AREA 5 22-037699 LOP2208180
00566

Mavic, PROs - 
2

Helicopter, 
Canine

Suspect armed with pistol during 
robbery. Suspect fled into yards on 

foot discarding a pistol.

NO Ammo, Magazine, 
pistol

2 NO



Units were dispatched to a report of gunshots coming from the rear of 
REDACTED Burlwood Ave.  Upon arrival, officers contacted residents of 

the above address who advised that their roommate may have been 
shooting a gun into the air.  When officers called for the suspect to exit the 

residence, he was obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed fleeing into the 
nearby yards.  A perimeter was established.  Due to the suspect possibly 

having a firearm, I authorized the deployment the Emergency Rescue 
Vehichle for DAT protection.  Traditional air support was not available. I 

authorized an UAV deployment by OPD and ACSO.  A primary and 
secondary DAT was established.  OPD K9 was on scene and but ultimately 

not needed.  OPD UAV’s tracked the suspect as he moved about the 
neighboring backyards and obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed him re-
entering REDACTED Burlwood through a side window and barricading 
himself inside.  A file check on the suspect revealed prior felony gun 

possession convictions.  A search warrant was authored and approved.  A 
surround and call out was initiated and multiple (7) residents exited the 

residence, but none were determined to be the suspect. OPD’s Avatar and 
ICORE were deployed to check the residence for the suspect but had 

negative results. ACSO UAV Mini 2 was also deployed into the residence 
to search for the suspect, but also had negative results.  The window that 
the suspect was seen climbing through was ported with beanbags and a 
rake was used to clear the blinds. A pole cam was inserted into the room 

but had negative results.  After all available resources to Patrol were 
exhausted a Blue Alert was initiated.  Shortly after the authorization the 

suspect finally answered his phone and surrendered.  The Blue Alert was 
cancelled.  At the time of this post the search warrant was still being 

executed.  Spent casings were found in the rear of the residence where the 
suspect had fired the gun.

18-Aug-22 2343 hrs. AREA 6 22-037782 LOP2208180
01092

UAV-MAVIC 
2, ACSO UAV 

MINI, 
AVATOR, 
ICORE, 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
RAKE, PROS - 

6

OPD K9, pole 
camera

Protection for DAT pre-existing 
injuries

Gun parts, spent 
casings (.40 cal), 

live ammo

One arrest Yes-One 
residential 

window 
broken out, 

holes in 
drywall from 

the beanbags.

On 18 Aug 22, I directed officers to deploy the Freightliner mobile 
command post to the 1700 block of Broadway while vehicular traffic was 

shut down between the hours of 2100 and 0300.

18-Aug-22 2100-0300 
hours

AREA 1 N/A N/A Freightliner 
Command 

Post

N/A Traffic control N/A N/A N/A NONE

On 20 Aug 22, I directed officers to deploy the Freightliner mobile 
command post to the 1700 block of Broadway while vehicular traffic was 

shut down between the hours of 2100 and 0300.

20-Aug-22 2100-0300 
hours

AREA 1 N/A N/A Freighliner 
Command 

Post

NONE Traffic control N/A N/A N/A NONE



CRO 3 officers were working violent suppression in the area of “Little 
Saigon”  when they obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed an older model 

Electric Blue Merc that match the vehicle from a shooting that occurred on 
18 Aug 22 (RD#22-037733). A file check of Veh-1 revealed it was 

registered to REDACTED (PFN: REDACTED). Plain officers maintained 
static surveillance of Veh-1. I authorized the Armored SUV for stop. Prior to 
the SUV getting to the scene, officers obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed a 
MB (Later identified as REDACTED (S-1)) enter the driver seat of Veh-1. A 
high-risk felony stop of REDACTED was conducted. MASTERS was placed 
in custody without incident. During the investigation, officers recovered the 
below listed evidence. See attached picture. REDACTED was arrested for 
various firearm and narcotics related charges. (RD#22-038553). CID was 

notified.

23-Aug-22 1441 AREA 3 22- 038553 LOP2208230
00636

ARMORED 
SUV

NONE Vehicle involved in a shooting NONE One (1) Rifle 
w/collapsible stock 
-	One (1) Taurus 

firearm 
-	One (1) Glock 

firearm 
-	One (1) large 

black bag of 
suspected 
marijuana.

-	Several clear 
plastic sandwich 
bags containing 
suspected rock 

cocaine, meth, and 
Ecstasy.

1 Arrested NONE

On 23 Aug 22, an event was planned at the REDACTED nightclub, located 
at REDACTED 14th St.  REDACTED was hosting an official concert 

afterparty.

23-Aug-22 2100 hours AREA 1 N/A LOP2208230
00935

Community 
Resource 

Safety Vehicle

NONE To help prevent any potential 
violence, including shootings, I 

authorized the deployment of the 
Community Resource Safety 

Vehicle to provide a highly visible 
presence in the area during the 

event.

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

I authorized the deployment of the CRV to be placed in the area of 5th 

Ave/E12th St as part of the high visibility operation.
24-Aug-22 1200-1700 

hours
AREA 3 N/A N/A Community 

Resource 
Safety Vehicle

NONE Area 3 has been subject to an 
increase in violent crime in the past 

week.

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

I authorized the deployment of the CRV to be placed in the area of 5th 

Ave/E12th St as part of the high visibility operation.
25-Aug-22 1200-1700 

hours
AREA 3 N/A N/A Community 

Resource 
Safety Vehicle

NONE Area 3 has been subject to an 
increase in violent crime in the past 

week.

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

I directed officers to deploy the Freightliner mobile command post to the 
1700 block of Broadway while vehicular traffic was shut down between the 

hours of 2100 and 0300.

26-Aug-22 2100-0300 
hours

AREA 1 N/A N/A Freightliner 
Command 

Post

N/A Traffic control N/A N/A N/A NONE

At 0929 hrs., officers were dispatched to a call of someone shot in a 
vehicle.  On arrival officers located V1 seated in driver’s seat of his vehicle 
unresponsive and cold to touch.  OFD and paramedics arrived on scene 

and pronounce V1.  5 spent 9mm casings located at the scene. Susp gone 
on arrival.

26-Aug-22 929 AREA 1 22-039183 LOP2208260
00331

Community 
Resource 
Command 

Vehicle #1102

N/A Active scene of a homicide with 
multiple  family members and 
friends arriving on scene. High 
visibility as incident took place 

within 3 blocks of triple homicide.

1 death Shell casings NONE NONE



On 25 Aug 22, at about 1738 hours, officers were dispatched to 
REDACTED 64th Ave to investigate a ShotSpotter Activation (#95-

1025871) with eight rounds. Upon arrival, officers were directed to V1, that 
had sustained multiple gunshot wounds. OFD and paramedics arrived on 

the scene and pronounced V1. On 27 Aug 22, at about 0024 hours, 
officers were conducting high visibility patrols in the area of 64th Ave and 
Avenal with patrol vehicles when several ShotSpotter activations alerted. 
Units responded to the areas of the ShotSpotter Activations. Fortunately, 

no one was struck by the gunfire. Officers did locate a vehicle that 
crashed, shearing off a fire hydrant at the base and colliding into a building 

at 66th Ave and Bancroft. On 27 Aug 22, at about 1509 hours, OPD 
deployed the community resource command vehicle to the area of 6300-
6400 block of Bancroft to provide a high visibility command post to deter 
further violence. The command post will be present until Monday (29 Aug 

22).

27-Aug-22 1500 hours AREA 5 22-038924 
(187 PC RD#)

LOP2208270
00601

Community 
Resource 
Command 

Vehicle #1102

N/A High visibility command post to 
prevent further violence in the area 

after a homicide and subjects 
shooting at persons attending the 

memorial for the victim.

N/A N/A N/A NONE

On 29 Aug 22, at about 0736 hrs., OPD Dispatch received multiple calls 
regarding a subject waiving a firearm and threatening to shoot people in 

the area of 20th St. and Franklin St.  Alongside OPD, BART PD also 
responded.  The subject was located at 21st St. and Harrison St.  Units 

gave the subject commands to surrender, and he was taken into custody 
without further incident.  A replica firearm was recovered off the subject’s 
person.  For potential DAT protection, I authorized the deployment of the 
Armored SUV, however the incident was resolved prior to the Armored 

SUV’s arrival.

29-Aug-22 0736 hrs. AREA 1 22-039474 LOP2208290
00219

Armored 
SUV, PROs - 

2

NONE Protection for DAT NO Replica firearm NO NONE

On 31 Aug 22, units were dispatched to 5th and Union for a subject with a 
gun. An anonymous caller reported to Communications that there was a 
male armed with a gun underneath the BART overpass walking back and 

forth between a mobile home and a pickup truck. A unit on scene was able 
to spot the subject with the gun. The subject continued to walk back and 

forth between his vehicle and the mobile home. Based on the nature of the 
call, I authorized the use of the Armored SUV and the Emergency Rescue 
Vehichle to safely approach the subject. As the subject was being spotted, 

DAT was formed and a plan was set in anticipation of contacting the 
subject. The subject made his way back into the mobile home and did not 
return outside. Units on scene were able to positively identify the subject. 

Based on the fact the subject was positively identified, there was no 
identified reporting person, no pointing of the firearm at any identified 

person, the identified subject was not on probation or parole, I elected to 
tactically disengage. A follow-up report will be completed as to what was 

seen today and presented to the DA for charging.

31-Aug-22 1233hrs AREA 1 22-039864 LOP2208310
00523

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle and 
Armored 

SUV, PRO - 
yes, find out 
how many?

CHP 
Helicopter, 

OHA Canine

Utilized for the apprehension of a 
subject with a gun.    

NONE NONE NONE N/A

I authorized the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle and 
Armored Suburban for a Search Warrant sEmergency Rescue Vehichleice 

at REDACTED 17th Ave. which is an illegal gambling casino.

31 Aug 22 1700-
2200 hours

AREA 3 22-039658 LOP2208310
00780

Drones & 
Robot, which 

one? 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle & 

SUV, Hook, I 
 

N/A Search Warrants at Illegal gambling 
casinos often result in the recovery 
of firearms and rifles with numerous 

individuals located inside.

No injuries 4 firearms, narcotics NONE 8 exterior 
surveillance 

cameras 
disabled by 

beanbag 
rounds.



On 6 Sep 22, at about 1639 hours, OPD Communications received a 
request for assistance form the Piedmont Police Department. Piedmont 
Police Officers were in pursuit of a carjacked vehicle (REDACTED 04 

HOND ACC 4D BLK, stolen out of OPD). The vehicle collided with a traffic 
island and became disabled near REDACTED Santa Clara Ave. Four 

suspects fled on foot in several directions.  The suspects were reported to 
be armed with firearms. Information was later obtained from Piedmont PD 
that the driver of the carjacked vehicle was last seen fleeing into the yards 

at REDACTED Crescent St. Two firearms were recovered near the 
carjacked vehicle. After a search of the area by the UAV and DAT, the 

suspects were not located. The carjacked vehicle was recovered.

6-Sep-22 1639 hours AREA 3 N/A LOP2209060
00803

DJI Mavic 
Enterprise 
Advanced, 
PROs - 2

NONE Because the suspects were 
reported to be armed with firearms, 
I authorized the use of the UAV to 
aid in the search for the potentially 

armed suspect(s) in the yards.

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

There was a crew responsible for multiple armed carjackings in BFO 1. In 
the last reported 215 PC, the victim was tracking their stolen vehicle to the 
area of 76th Ave. and Hawley. Units responded to the area and found the 

car unoccupied. Units began to search the area for possible suspects 
when it was advised over the radio that an associated 215 PC suddenly 

appeared on scene and upon seeing OPD in the area, the occupants were 
trying to flee. The suspect vehicle collided with another OPD vehicle, and 

the occupants fled from the suspect vehicle. One suspect was quickly 
detained, but the other suspect fled into the yards. A perimeter was 
established, medical was staged, multiple DAT’s were set up and I 

authorized the use of the Emergency Rescue Vehicle (Emergency Rescue 
Vehichle) and Armored SUV for DAT protection. I also authorized the 

deployment of an OPD UAV to assist with searching for the outstanding 
suspect. Unfortunately, after a very lengthy search, the outstanding 

suspect eluded capture and was not located.

6-Sep-22 2250 hrs. AREA 5 22-040926 LOP2209060
01114   

UAV-MAVIC 
2, Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs 
(x5)

OPD KP, 
CHP 

Helicopter

Protection for DAT No injuries Handgun, clothing 
belonging to S1

NO 
ARRESTS

NONE

VCOC Officers were in the area of Foothill Blvd and Vicksburg Ave where 
they recognized possible suspects from an attempted carjacking at 

REDACTED Vicksburg Ave which occurred at 1646hrs.  Two suspects 
(REDACTED) where obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed within a few 
blocks of the incident wearing the same clothing. U/C officer followed 

directed marked units to the area to detain S1 and S2 to investigate their 
involvement in the attempted carjacking.  Upon the arrival of marked units, 

S2 was detained in handcuffs and S1 fled into nearby yards. Argus was 
overhead directing units in the area and coordinating the perimeter. I 
authorized the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle to be 
utilized as mobile physical cover for the apprehension of a carjacking 

suspect who was suspected of being armed with a firearm. I authorized the 
deployment of UAV’s to coordinate a methodical search of the flight path to 
apprehend the suspect. Medical was staged in the area. During the search, 

S1 was located at REDACTED Flora St. hiding under a vehicle. S1 was 
safely detained in handcuffs without further incident. Both the suspects 

were suspected of being involved in the following incidents: REDACTED

7-Sep-22 1722hrs Area 5 22-041041 LOP2209070
00769

UAV - Mavic 
2, Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehicle, 

PROs - 6

ARGUS To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover for the apprehension of x2 

215 P/C suspects who were 
suspected of being armed with a 

firearm.

No injuries 
upon 

apprehension.

Two cell phones, 
and a key fob to 
664/215 vehicle.

2 x 215 P/C. NONE



RP called OPD Communications and reported a former problematic 
employee was on site and armed with a gun. The former employee had 

arrest history involving guns as well as charges related to mistreatment of 
the animals at this location. The suspect’s vehicle was located at the scene 
unoccupied (vehicle towed). The location is a City owned stable with large 

open spaces, multiple buildings, dense shrubs, and extensive trail network. 
The Emergency Rescue Vehichle was used to provide cover for the search 

team as they searched the location. The UAV was used to provide 
additional situational awareness to the search team from a position of 

cover.

7-Sep-22 1554 hours AREA 4 22-040895 LOP2209060
00748

DJI Mavic 2, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle, 
PROs (3)

NONE Suspect reported to be armed with 
a firearm.

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

Officers were dispatched to a subject shooting a rifle at an unoccupied 
parked vehicle and then going back into REDACTED Rutherford St.  

Dispatch received no other callers reporting gunfire and there was no 
ShotSpotter activation.  The R/P described the firearm as a long brown 

rifle.  Upon initial obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleations, officers noticed 
the R/F passenger window to the victim’s vehicle shattered and what 

appeared to be a possible bullet strike to the front windshield. For 
protection of the DAT, I authorized the deployment of the Emergency 

Rescue Vehicle and the Armored SUV.  Officers conducted a surround and 
call out at the above address.  The resident, who matched the description 

of the shooter, exited the residence. Upon further investigation, it was 
determined that the damage to the victim’s vehicle was not caused by an 

actual firearm, but rather a pellet rifle.  The subject was cited and released 
for vandalism and a brown pellet rifle was recovered from inside the 

residence.

10-Sep-22 0025 hrs. AREA 4 22-041438 LOP2209100
00019    

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehicle, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
4

OPD KP9 (on 
scene not 
utilized)

Protection for DAT No injuries Pellet rifle belonging 
to S1

1 citation NONE

Captain REDACTED directed officers to deploy the mobile command post 
to the Little Saigon Mid-Autumn Festival for traffic control.

10-Sep-22 1200-1900 
hours

AREA 3 N/A N/A Freightliner 
Command 

Post

N/A Traffic Control N/A N/A N/A NONE

On 12 Sep 22 at about 1124 hours, officers were dispatched to an armed 
subject loitering in a parked vehicle, possibly casing a nearby cannabis 
dispensary. The reporting person stated the subject was armed with a 

firearm and would leave the firearm on the dashboard of his vehicle as he 
occasionally entered or exited the vehicle.  A D.A.T., perimeter and utility 
officers were established and supEmergency Rescue Vehichleisors on 

scene developed a plan. I authorized the use of certain military equipment 
to help facilitate a safe conclusion. When officers approached, they were 

able to safely detain the individual with minimal force and resolve any 
potential threat to the public as safely as possible.

12-Sep-22 1124-1232 AREA 1 22-041816 LOP2209120
00483 

Mavic, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
3

Canine 
(present/not 

used)

I authorized the use of the Armored 
SUV and other military equipment 

to safely plan, gather intel, 
approach, and detain a potentially 
armed subject possibly casing a 

cannabis dispensary for a potential 
victim(s). 

NONE Power drill that was 
believed to be a 
firearm by the 

reporting person

0 NONE

Officers conducted an operation to arrest a known violent shooting suspect 
and PRO's were authorized for officer safety.  

14-Sep-22 2156 AREA 6 22-034733 LOP2209140
00967

PROs - 2 NONE Shooting suspects arrest NO Ammo, Magazine, 
pistol

4 NO property 
damage



Officer was flagged down about a person passed out in a vehicle on 
Webster St, north of W. Grand Ave, facing southbound. The officer went to 

check on the vehicle and found one unresponsive person in the driver’s 
seat with a firearm on his lap. While waiting for additional officers and 

resources, the car slowly rolled forward across W. Grand Ave and came to 
rest against orange water barriers and fencing in the 2200 block of 

Webster St. The driver remained unresponsive. The Armored SUV and 
Emergency Rescue Vehichle were positioned at the front and back of the 

vehicle. Numerous announcements were made, and the person was 
unresponsive to the vehicles touching bumpers, lights, and sirens. The 

UAV video provided confirmation that the person still had the firearm on his 
lap.

A bean bag round was used to break out the right rear window of the 
vehicle. The driver moved slightly but did not otherwise respond. More 
announcements were made, but the person remained unresponsive. A 

second bean round was used to break out more of the right rear window 
and there was no reaction from the person. A robot was used to open the 

unlocked driver’s door. The robot was then used to remove the firearm 
from the lap of the person as he did not have his finger on the trigger, and 

it was pointed towards the outside of the vehicle. After removing the 
firearm, the DAT moved up and attempted to arrest the person. He did not 

cooperate and had to be pulled out and to the ground. He was arrested 
without further incident. The vehicle was clear of wants and no additional 

firearms were found in the vehicle.

14-Sep-22 2217 Area 2, 
Beat 8X

22-042263 LOP2209140
00996

UAV, Robot, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
3

Canine on 
scene

Person unresponsive in a vehicle 
with a firearm on his lap.

NO Firearm – 9mm 
handgun, loaded 
with one in the 

chamber. 

One.
PC25850 

(C)(4)- 
CARRY 

LOADED 
FIREARM:UN
LAWFUL/PR
OHIBITED 

POSSESSIO
N

PC29800 
(A)(1)- 

FELON/ADDI
CT/POSSESS

/OWN/ETC 
FIREARM
PC30305 

(A)(1)- 
PROHIBITED 

POSSESS 
AMMUNITIO

N OR 
RELOADED 
AMMUNITIO

N
PC25850 

(C)(6)- 
CARRY 

LOADED 
HANDGUN: 
NOT REG 
OWNER

Damage to 
suspect 

vehicle from 
bean bag 
rounds. 

Damage to 
fencing and 

orange 
barriers of the 
parklet in the 
2200 block of 
Webster St 
belonging to 
the Athletic 

Club Oakland. 
This was 

caused as the 
barriers were 
between the 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle and 
the front of 
the vehicle 
when it was 

pinned in 
place. 

Employees 
were notified 

of the 
damage.

On 16 Sep 22, SFPD’s CID and Tactical Team sEmergency Rescue 
Vehichleed a search warrant at REDACTED MacArthur when their primary 

target ran through the yards.  Our liaison patrol team organized a larger 
perimeter.  I met with SFPD command and a search plan was organized.  I 

assumed the role as the incident commander.  OPD held the perimeter 
while SFPD’s tactical team conducted the yard search.  I authorized the 

use of the ALCO drones, who arrived and deployed overhead.  The 
suspect was obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed running through the yards 

and SFPD’s tactical team took him into custody.

16-Sep-22 0425-0830 Area 5 
beat 29X

NONE LOP2209160
00112

ALCO drones, 
SFPD 

Armored 
Vehicles, 

Watch 
Commander 

Vehicle

SFPD CID, 
SFPD Tactical 

Team

Subjects at the location were 
suspected to be involved in 

shootings in SF, and this location 
was suspected to be a storage 
location for multiple firearms

NO 4 rifles and 2 
handguns from the 

residence

One arrest NONE

On 16 Sep 22, at 1130 hours, CRO 3 sEmergency Rescue Vehichleed a 
search warrant at REDACTED E16th St at a suspected illegal gambling 
casino. In the past, illegal gambling locations have been known to have 

firearms and narcotics. Captain REDACTED authorized the deployment of 
the Armored Suburban for a surround and callout. 

16 Sep 22 1130 hours AREA 4 22-041943 Inc #299 ICOR Robot 
and Mavic 2 -

Drone, 5 
beanbag 
rounds to 
disable 
exterior 

surveillance 
cameras,  
PROs-4

NONE Search warrant at a suspected 
illegal gambling facility.  The 

location was suspected of having 
firearms.

No injuries 3 Firearms, gaming 
machines 

1 -MA, 36 
(warrant) 

Exterior 
surveillance 

cameras 
disabled by 
bean bag 
rounds 



On 16 Sep 22, at about 1711 hours, OPD Communications received a 
request for assistance from the Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Office. 

Sheriff’s deputies were in pursuit of a vehicle and the suspect allegedly 
rammed a patrol vehicle. The suspect was then involved in a vehicle 
collision at Moraga Ave. and La Salle Ave. The suspect fled from the 

scene of the collision and carjacked another vehicle (REDACTED TOYT 
CAM 4D DBL). The Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Office helicopter 

followed the carjacked vehicle as it fled through the City of Oakland. The 
suspect abandoned the carjacked vehicle in the 700 blk. of Independent 

Wy. The suspect ran inside of a parked recreational vehicle and barricaded 
himself inside. OPD officers, as well as officers from the California Highway 

Patrol, Moraga Police Department, and Lafayette Police Department 
responded and assisted with safely taking the suspect into custody. The 

carjacked vehicle was recovered.  The suspect was taken into custody by 
Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Deputies.

16-Sep-22 1711 hours AREA 3 22-042519 LOP2209160
00829

Emergency 
Response 

Vehicle 
(Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle), 
PROs - 2

Contra Costa 
County 
Sheriff’s 
Canine, 

Lafayette 
Police 

Department 
Canine, 

Contra Costa 
County 
Sheriff’s 
Office 

helicopter, 
California 
Highway 

Patrol 
airplane, OPD 

ARGUS

Because the suspect had 
committed a violent carjacking and 

barricaded himself inside of a 
recreational vehicle, I reasonably 
suspected that the suspect could 

be armed with a firearm.  I 
authorized the use of the 

Emergency Response Vehicle to 
bring the incident to a safe 

conclusion and to provide officers 
with adequate cover.

Injury NONE One arrest by 
the Contra 

Costa County 
Sheriff’s 
Office

NONE

At 0929 hrs., officers were dispatched to a call of an armed Carjacking 
vehicle in the 1900 blk of Union St., possibly occupied.  On arrival officers 
located  the vehicle parked with dark tinted windows in the parking lot of 

REDACTED Union St. Susp(s) gone on arrival.

16-Sep-22 0929 hrs. AREA 1 22-041733 LOP2209160
00296

Drone, 
Armored 

SUV, PRO - 1

NONE Vic of an armed Carjacking / 
Kidnapping located his vehicle 

occupied in the 1900 blk of Union 
St.   

N/A Veh Processed at 
scene and released 

to owner

Gone on 
arrival

NONE

A walk-in gunshot victim said the shooting occurred in the homeless 
encampment enclosed by 6th and 7th Streets, and Castro and Brush 

Streets. The armored SUV was used to help officers safely attempt to 
locate the scene in the encampment in which the suspect may still have 
been, and then to detain two possible suspects on the perimeter. Neither 
subject was identified as the shooter, but one was arrested for having an 

outstanding murder warrant.

17-Sep-22 1600 AREA 1 22-042647 LOP2209170
00583

Armored 
SUV, PRO - 1

Helicopter The armored SUV provided cover 
for officers entering an 

encampment to attempt to locate a 
shooting scene, where the suspect 

may have also been.

No injuries Pending 1 (murder 
warrant)

NONE

Officers were dispatched to the intersection of Hegenberger Rd and 
Hegenberger Lp to conduct a welfare check on the occupant of a vehicle 
that was parked in the middle of the roadway with the music blasting. On 

arrival, officers attempted to contact an unresponsive occupant and 
discovered a black semi-automatic pistol on the passenger seat. The 

Emergency Rescue Vehichle and Armored Suburban were deployed to aid 
in the safe capture of the occupant. The occupant remained unresponsive 

despite the use of multiple announcements and patrol sirens. Two less 
lethal shotgun rounds were fired at the vehicle's rear door, resulting in the 

subject's alertness and subsequent arrest.

22-Sep-22 2341 hours AREA 6 22-043539 LOP2209220
01096

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle AND 
SUV, PROs - 

2, Ballistic 
Shield

CHP 
Helicopter, 
Patrol K-9, 

Stop Sticks, 
Less Lethal 

Shotgun 
Rounds (2)

Armed unresponsive subject in a 
vehicle.

No injuries .45 cal Semi-Auto 
handgun

One (1) NONE



On 22 Sep 22 at 0923 hours, officers were dispatched to REDACTED 
Fruitvale for the report of a 417 with a handgun.  It was also discovered 

that S1 shattered windows of parked vehicles at the apartment complex.  
S1’s apartment (#14) was identified and isolated.  Officers saw S1 in the 

window several times.  A DAT was formed and I assumed the role of 
incident commander.  A work up of S1 revealed that S1 was diagnosed 
with Schizophrenia.  Due to the information that S1 was armed with a 

firearm, I authorized the deployment of our armored vehicles; the SUV was 
deployed.  I also authorized the OPD drones because the suspect was 
barricaded and he was at an elevated position over our DAT.  The DAT 

established communication with S1 who surrendered.  The drones were not 
deployed because S1 surrendered before drones arrived.  A search 
warrant was written for his residence and three BB handguns were 

found/recovered from S1’s residence.

22-Sep-22 0923-1100 AREA 4 22-043455 LOP2209220
00279

OPD drone 
arrived but 
not used, 

SUV, Watch 
Commander 

Vehicle, 
PROs - 3

Mobile 
Evaluation 

Team 37L51

S1 was barricaded in his apartment 
and said to have been armed with a 

handgun, which he pointed at the 
victim.

No injuries NONE One arrest NONE

On 24 Sep 22 at 1107 hours, officers spotted a stolen vehicle, parked at 
REDACTED MacArthur, with one subject inside. As officers were watching 
the subject and waiting for additional officers, the subject got out and fled 

through the yards and onto a roof of a single family home. A perimeter was 
established and a DAT was formed. The subject jumped down and 

continued through the yards. Officers noted that the subject may have 
been injured by jumping down from the roof.  A search team was formed 

and I authorized the use of an OPD drone. I was the incident commander. 
The search team checked three yards and located the subject in the third 
yard, under a tarp. The subject was arrested and medically treated for his 

complaints of pain.

24-Sep-22 1107-1200 AREA 4 
beat 25x

22-043812 LOP2209240
00413

Exterior 
drone?/PRO -

1

NONE There was a possibility that the 
subject was injured from jumping 

off the roof and in need of medical 
attention.

Complaint of 
pain

NONE One arrest, 
none 

outstanding

Subject 
damaged the 
interior of a 

police 
vehicle.  No 

damage 
caused by 

OPD 
personnel.

A patrol sergeant obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed a vehicle that he 
believed matched the description of a wanted vehicle. He believed the 

vehicle to be unoccupied and approached the vehicle on foot. When he did 
so he noticed a firearm in the center console and a male in the driver seat 
unresponsive. I authorized the Emergency Rescue Vehichle and armored 
suburban to assist in the apprehension of the subject. The subject awoke 
and was able to make enough space between the armored suburban and 

patrol vehicles. The driver fled the scene and avoided apprehension.

25-Sep-22 0428 hours AREA 4 22-043888 LOP2209250
00201

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehichle 

(Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle) and 
Armored 
Suburban

Stop sticks Amred unresponsive subject No injuries Weapon not 
recovered

No arrests 
made

NONE



Vallejo PD (VPD) was in pursuit of an armed robbery suspect vehicle from 
their city. The pursuit terminated at 38th Ave. and Foothill Blvd. Three 

suspects fled from the vehicle on foot.  One suspect was quickly 
apprehended after an ECW deployment by VPD. The other two suspects 
fled into the nearby yards in the 1900 block of 38th Ave. VPD located one 

firearm in the suspect vehicle. A perimeter was established around the 
area where the suspects were last seen fleeing. Due to the nature of the 
incident, I authorized the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehicle 
(Emergency Rescue Vehichle) and the Armored SUV for DAT protection.  
Additionally, due to weather conditions, traditional air support (helicopter) 

was unavailable. I authorized the deployment of an OPD UAV to help 
search for the outstanding suspects. VPD was the primary and only search 
team, along with their own K9 unit.  OPD maintained cover/overwatch and 

perimeter control. VPD had negative results on the search for the 
outstanding suspects and evidence was found that determined it appeared 
the suspects broke containment of the perimeter prior to being established. 

The area was secured.

29-Sep-22 0011 hrs. AREA 4 N/A LOP2209290
00007  

UAV -MAVIC 
2, Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehicle, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
1

Vallejo PD K9 Protection of DAT NONE 1 firearm by VPD 1 by VPD 
prior to OPD 

response

NONE

Units responded to King Estates school campus on reports of shots fired 
and a possible active shooter on the campus. The ICS structure was 

implemented to include patrol, UAV, tactical team elements, HNT, and 
outside agency partners. Numerous victims were rescued from the scene 

and the school was cleared of an additional threats. No suspects were 
located.  

28-Sep-22 1249 AREA 6 22-044416 LOP2209280
00476

1 Avatar 
robot, 1 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 2 
Tactical CP & 
Community 
Resource 
Vehicle, 3 

Keys, 12-PRO 
Rifles, 15-

BCM Rifles, 8-
GA Precision 
700 Sniper 

Rifles

1 Helicopter 
(ARGUS) and 
1 pole cam.

Officers were responding to reports 
of an active shooter(s) with multiple 

victims.  Utilization of the above 
listed equipment established rapid 
containment allowing rescues to 
occur quickly.  The above listed 

equipment created an atmosphere 
of de-escalation where a 

coordinated response was able to 
be quickly implemented to identify 

any additional threats. No additional 
threats were located during this 

incident.  Six victims were rescued 
during this deployment.

There were at 
least 6 victims 
suffering from 

gunshot 
wounds.  

Several were 
life 

threatening.  
All victims 
survived. 

Significant ballistic 
and video evidence 

was recovered.

NONE Minor 
property 

damaged to 
at least 3 

school doors 
occurred 

during forced 
breaching 

with the “Key.”

After the suspect used his vehicle to intentionally strike and injure an OPD 
officer, he fled in the suspect vehicle to REDACTED Eastlawn. Units 
performed a surround and call out. I authorized the deployment of the 

Emergency Rescue Vehicle for DAT protection. Although no firearm had 
been used or registered to S1, he had already shown a propensity for 
violence, and it was undetermined if S1 had access to a firearm not 

registered to him. Medical was staged nearby. Announcements were given 
and after a short period, S1 exited the residence and surrounded without 
further incident, A Homicide Unit call out was authorized to continue the 
follow-up investigation. The injured OPD officer was treated at ACH for 

moderate injuries and released.

2-Oct-22 0952 hrs. AREA 5 22-045051 LOP2210020
00382 

UAV-Mini, 
MAVIC 2, 

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehicle, 
PROs -1

NONE Protection for DAT NONE Suspect Clothing, 
Suspect Vehicle

1 NONE



Officers responded to the area of W. Grand Ave and Maritime to reports of 
200 vehicles and 400 spectators involved in sideshow activity.  Upon 

officers arrival they heard numerous gun shots.  The tactical team 
deployed four (4) smoke munitions which successfully de-escalated the 

gun fire.  After the crowd left numerous rifle and pistol casings were 
located.  

8-Oct-22 1800-0300 AREA 1 22-046272 LOP2210090
0006

Smoke 4233 
(1) and CT 
9230 (3) 

None Shots fired from the crowd None

On 11Oct22 at about 0500 hrs, OPD officers responded to the 1600 bk of 
84th ave to assist San Leandro PD with sEmergency Rescue Vehichleing a 

search warrant and arrest warrant for a murder suspect. This was a 
planned operation by SLPD. They requested OPD assistance with the use 
of the OPD Emergency Rescue Vehichle and a team of officers ( drivers). 

Due to the nature of the incident and being a planned operation, the 
 Emergency Rescue Vehichle was deployed to assist SLPD with the 

operation.

11-Oct-22 0500 hrs AREA 6 
BEAT 34X

22-046639 LOP2210110
00122

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 2

NONE Outside agency assist with the 
apprehension of a murder suspect.

NONE UNK ( SLPD CASE) One arrest by 
SLPD

NONE BY 
OPD

On 28 Sept 22, Officers were dispatched to REDACTED GRAFFIAN ST to 
investigate a report of a male with a firearm and making criminal threats. 

Subject was Identified as REDACTED in an older model sedan gray, 
armed with an assault rifle. The victim had video footage of S1. S1 

threatened to kill V1. While canvassing the area for S1 and his vehicle, 
officers obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed S1 on the 1300 block of 104th 

Ave. Officers set up surveillance of the area, requested the Emergency 
Rescue Vehichle, and additional units. Based on the totality of information, 

I approved the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle to assist 
and protection of the DAT. S1 was safely taken into custody and 6 assault 

rifles were located among other firearm-related items.

28-Sep-22 0650hrs AREA 6 22-044348 LOP2209280
00152    

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 2

NONE To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover and blocking force for the 

apprehension of a suspected armed 
subject who was wanted for 417PC 

and 422PC.

No injuries 6 Assault Rifles YES NONE

The VCOC was contacted by ACSO who requested assistance in 
executing a search warrant at REDACTED 83rd Ave for the recovery of 
REDACTED's cellphone. REDACTED is a POI in the 187 x2 on Apgar 

(RD#REDACTED) in Oakland and other 187's in Fremont and San 
Lorenzo. The phone was in the possession of REDACTED who is a known 
REDACTED gang member. REDACTED resides at REDACTED Ave, and 

he had a juvenile run away warrant for his arrest. I authorized the 
deployment of the Armored SUV to be utilized as mobile physical cover 

during the arrest of REDACTED and the execution of the search warrant at 
REDACTED Ave. While enroute to the search warrant sEmergency 

Rescue Vehichleice, REDACTED left the residence in a vehicle. A traffic 
stop was attempted, and REDACTED fled in the vehicle. Argus was utilized 
to follow REDACTED to the area of Parker and Hillside. REDACTED and 

an unknown passenger fled from the vehicle on foot leaving behind an 
assault rifle and a semi-automatic pistol with an extended magazine. 
REDACTED located during a yard search and placed under arrest for 

evading police and firearms charges. REDACTED was transported to CID 
for further follow-up intEmergency Rescue Vehichleiews. VCOC and CRO 
officers responded to REDACTED Ave and executed a follow up search 

warrant at the residence for additional firearms. No additional firearms were 
located.

12-Oct-22 1546hrs AREA 6 22-046887 LOP2210120
00641

Armored 
SUV, PROs - 

4

Argus To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover for the apprehension of UNT 
60’s gang member Jesse Moreno 

who was suspected of being armed 
with a firearm.

No injuries 
upon 

apprehension

Three cell phones, 
semi auto pistol, 

assault rifle

1 x 2800.2(a) 
VC, Multiple 

firearms 
charges.

NONE



Officers located a known violent and frequently armed suspect with an 
outstanding warrant for his arrest.  The suspects residence was 
surrounded and PRO's were deployed due to the possibility of 

encountering an armed and dangerous suspect.  While on the perimeter 
one bean bag round was at the residence front door.  The suepct 

eventually exited, was arrested, and a fiream was recovered.  

15-Oct-22 2240 AREA 2 22-047417 LOP2209140
00967

PROs - 6 Canine Armed suspect arrest NO Ammo, Magazine, 
pistol

1 No property 
damage

A suspect was being investigated on a report of criminal threats involving 
the use of a firearm.  The suspect was located at his residence and there 

were spent casings IFO indicating the use of a firearm.  Due to the 
possibility of encountering and armed and dangerous suspect the 
Emergency Rescue Vehichle was authorized for the safety of the 

community and officers.  The suspect was taken into custody and a firearm 
was recovered. 

17-Oct-22 714 AREA 5 22-047635 LOP2210170
00192

PROs - 2, 
Bean bag 

(1X)

Canine Possible armed and dangerous 
suspect(s)

No Firearm 1 NONE

On October 17th, 2022, at approximately 1710 hours, Ceasefire 
surveillance officers were in the REDACTED. Officers obsEmergency 

Rescue Vehichleed REDACTED standing on the east sidewalk in 
possession of a pistol concealed inside of his sweatshirt front pocket. 

Officers also obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed REDACTED and 
REDACTED standing on the east sidewalk. REDACTED was armed with a 
pistol on his person. Units obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed REDACTED 
enter the driver seat of a BMW SUV black in color which was parked in the 
REDACTED. along the east sidewalk facing north. Officers obsEmergency 

Rescue Vehichleed REDACTED enter the front passenger seat and 
McGee enter the right, rear passenger seat. An enforcement stop of the 

BMW was conducted to arrest REDACTED for their illegal firearm 
possession. REDACTED fled on foot and discarded a black pistol during 
his flight. REDACTED and REDACTED were detained after exiting the 

BMW.  A search of the BMW was conducted and a black pistol was 
located behind the driver seat and a black pistol was located in the rear 
cargo area in a shoe box. REDACTED briefly eluded capture and took 

refuge in the rear shed and then crawlspace of a residence in the 
REDACTED block of 27th Ave. that was occupied by an unsuspecting and 

unrelated family. REDACTED was implored to surrender to no avail.  I 
requested an on-duty ESU officer respond to the scene to assist.  Ofc. 

REDACTED responded and operated the avatar, Ofc. REDACTED  
operated the UAV and Ofc. REDACTED  operated the pole camera.  

Operators of the ESU equipment were unable to locate REDACTED as he 
burrowed himself in the crawlspace of the residence. Throughout the 

encounter, units provided announcements, warnings, and commands to 
REDACTED by name with no response. REDACTED was later taken into 

custody with the assistance of the OPD K-9 unit. 

17-Oct-22 1710 hours Area 4 22-047746 LOP2210170
00764

ESU & PRO - 
waiting for 
detailed 
update. 

Argus and 
Canine

NONE NONE NONE NONE

SEmergency Rescue Vehichleing search warrant for 245 (A)(2) suspect for 
an outside agency:  Santa Clara County

20-Oct-22 1505 AREA 2 22-0478221 LOP2210200
00527

PROs - 2 N/A Armed suspects Search Warrant NO Ammo 0 No property 
damage



SEmergency Rescue Vehichleing search warrant for 245 (A)(2) suspect for 
an outside agency:  Santa Clara County

20-Oct-22 1627 AOA 22-042374 LOP2210200
00699

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 2

N/A Shooting supsect Search Warrant NO Ammo 0 No property 
damage

Officers located known armed carjacking suspects.  The three suspects 
fled into the yards at REDACTED.  Based on the possibility of encountering 

armed and dagnerous suspects the Emergency Rescue Vehichle and 
PRO's were authorized for the safety of officers.  The suspects were later 

taken into custody and the carjacked vehicle was recovered.  

21-Oct-22 2123 26X 22-048447 LOP2210210
01041

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PRO - 1

Argus Takedown of 215 PC 212.5 PC NO NO/YES 3 No property 
damage

On 24 Oct 33, Officers were dispatched to REDACTED 82nd Ave to 
investigate a report of male armed with a firearm and making criminal 
threats. Subject was Identified as REDACTED who was armed with an 
unknown handgun. S1 threatened to kill V1. Officers conducted a query 

search of S1 and found him on active probation for 2800.2(A) CVC with an 
active S7 4-way search clause. It was confirmed S1 had a mailing address 
of REDACTED 82nd Ave. S1 was confirmed with a CRIMS Photo. Officers 

responded IFO REDACTED 82nd Ave & obs S1 sitting on a chair in the 
carport. When they approached S1, he grabbed his waistband & ran into 
the duplex. Several additional Officers responded and set up a perimeter 
around the house. After of the perimeter was set, officers, requested the 

Emergency Rescue Vehichle. Based on the totality of information, I 
approved the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehichle to assist and 

protection of the DAT. S1 was safely taken into custody and a search of 
the home was later conducted. No firearms or other evidence was 

recovered.

24-Oct-22 1121hrs AREA 6 22-048886 LOP2210240
00378

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 2

NONE To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover and blocking force for the 

apprehension of a suspected armed 
subject who was wanted for 

417(a)(2) PC, 422PC & 
243(E)(1)PC.

No injuries NONE Yes - 
422(A)PC, 
1203.PC, 

243(E)(1) PC 
& 417 

(A)(2)(A) PC

NONE

Officers responded IFO REDACTED 82nd Ave & REDACTED S1 sitting on 
a chair in the carport. When they approached S1, he grabbed his 

waistband & ran into the duplex. Several additional Officers responded and 
set up a perimeter around the house. After of the perimeter was set, 

officers, requested the Emergency Rescue Vehichle. Based on the totality 
of information, I approved the deployment of the Emergency Rescue 
Vehichle to assist and protection of the DAT. S1 was safely taken into 
custody and a search of the home was later conducted. No firearms or 

other evidence was recovered.

25-Oct-22 1030hrs N/A 
outside 
agency

22-031439 LOP2210250
00205

ALCO UAV 
Drones, 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle and 
Armored 

Suburban, 
PROs - 8

OPD K-9 Suspect was wanted for murder and 
barricaded himself inside the 

residence, and refused to surrender 
until he was found by ALCO UAV 

unit.  

No injuries Evidence connected 
to the crime located 

inside residence

Yes - 187PC Yes, by 
USMS

On 27 Oct 22, SRS 3 units located a stolen vehicle.  The driver of the 
stolen vehicle attempted to drive away but it became stuck when it collided 
into another vehicle that was parked in front of it.  Officers obsEmergency 
Rescue Vehichleed two subjects exit and the passenger was detained.  

The other subject (driver) fled through the yards.  Officers quickly 
obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed two firearms inside of the stolen 

vehicle, on the driver’s floorboard.  One of the handguns was real and the 
other was a replica.  A perimeter was set, and a DAT was created.  OPD 
drones and canine responded to assist with a yard search; the driver was 

not located.  An investigation was conducted, and the passenger was 
released.

27-Oct-22 1218-1515 Area 4 
beat 21X

22-049415 LOP2210270
00490

OPD drones - 
which 

one(S)?, 
Watch 

commander 
vehicle, Bolt 

cutters

OPD canine The outstanding subject was 
believed to be in possession of a 

stolen vehicle and a firearm.  
Officers believed that the same 
subject was armed with another 

firearm.

No injuries One handgun and 
one replica handgun

NONE Yes, Pad lock 
for a fence.



Search and arrest warrants were sEmergency Rescue Vehichleed for a 
murder suspect residing in Stockton. The armored SUV and drones were 
used to assist during the surround-and-call-out incident. Multiple people 
exited the residence and were detained; the subject of the arrest warrant 
was arrested. Multiple firearms were recovered during the search of the 

residence.

27-Oct-22 1430 - 2000 AOA 22-038172 LOP2210270
00615

Mavice 
Enterprise 2, 
Mini 2, Pole 

cam, Armored 
SUV, PROs - 

5

NONE The armored SUV provided cover 
for officers executing a high-risk 

search/arrest warrant for a violent 
crime (murder). Drones and a pole 
cam were used during the search. 
Rifle officers were utilized to help 

safely detain the suspect and 
search the residence, from which 
numerous firearms were located.

No injuries NONE 1 (murder 
warrant)

NONE

Sideshow began within the city and transitioned to multiple locations. The 
armored vehicle was authorized for a hasty deployment of a Tango team, 
after gunshots were fired by sideshow participates who had taken over an 

intersection. Sideshow vehicles ultimately left the area prior to the arrival of 
the armored vehicle.

30-Oct-22 2350 AREA 4 22-049956 LOP2210300
00956

Armored SUV NONE A sideshow contingent began to fire 
gunshots after taking over an 

intersection. The armored vehicle 
was deployed to assist with 

protecting officers and abating the 
criminal activity.

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

On 31Oct22 Officers used the Command post for Oakland Police 
Departments (OPD) fourth annual Trunk or Treat event held at 9600 

Sunnyside Street (Verdese Carter Park-PAL). This is an event that will be a 
positive engage with the community and for the children.

31-Oct-22 1100-1700 
hours

AREA 6 N/A LOP2208120
00379

Command 
Post - CRV

N/A Trunk or Treat event for the 
community

N/A NONE NONE NONE

The VCOC conducted surveillance in the area of REDACTED Union St. 
and obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed Suspect REDACTED who was 
wanted for shooting a firearm at his neighbor on REDACTED reported 

under OPD report number REDACTED.  This shooting took place in the 
parking lot of REDACTED 18th St.  Felony Assault Unit Investigator Ofc. 

Romans-Rowe had a Ramey warrant signed for his arrest. As the firearm in 
the case was still outstanding, it was believed that REDACTED was 
possibly armed. While officers obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed 

REDACTED in the area, REDACTED walked into his residence now 
located at REDACTED Union St. Marked VCOC units responded to the 

area to coordinate the arrest of Prince for his warrant.  Ofc. Romans-Rowe 
was contacted who advised he wanted to conduct a follow up search 
warrant at REDACTED Union St. to recover the firearm used in the 

incident. I authorized the deployment of the Armored SUV to be utilized as 
mobile physical cover during the arrest of REDACTED and the execution of 

the search warrant at REDACTED Union St. Prince was later arrested by 
marked units after leaving his residence. REDACTED. A search warrant 

was executed at the residence yielding the recovery of a Stolen Glock .40. 
REDACTED was arrested for his warrant and multiple firearms charges. 

REDACTED was transported to CID for intEmergency Rescue Vehichleiew 
with Ofc. REDACTED .

2-Nov-22 1611hrs AREA 1 22-050420 LOP2211020
00756

Armored 
SUV, PROs - 

5

NONE To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover for the apprehension of 
664/187 P/C warrant suspect 

Kendale Prince who was suspected 
of being armed with a firearm.

No injuries 
upon 

apprehension

semi auto pistol 1 x 664/187 
PC warrant, 

multiple 
firemarms 

charge

NONE



Officers obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed a reported stolen vehicle with 
the engine running in the middle of the roadway in the 2500 blk of 26th 
Ave.  Upon closer obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleation, the officers 

realized the stolen vehicle was occupied and the occupant appeared to be 
sleeping in the driver’s seat.  Patrol cars were utilized to block the front and 

the rear of the stolen car to prevent the suspect from driving off.  Due to 
the heavy tint on the windows, officers were unable to determine if there 

were any firearms or other weapons that the subject might have access to. 
I authorized the deployment of the Emergency Rescue Vehicle to assist 
with DAT protection and to try and safely gain a better viewpoint into the 
stolen vehicle. Medical was staged nearby.  Announcements were given, 

but the subject did not respond and remained asleep.  A beanbag was 
deployed to the passenger side rear quarter panel to awaken the subject, 

but he remained unresponsive.  Additional announcements were given, but 
there was no change with the subject. Utilizing a ballistic shield, the DAT 
moved forward to try and open the front passenger door.  Discovering the 
doors were locked, the DAT shattered the front passenger door window 

with a bip tool.  Due to the heavy tint film, officers had to pull the shattered 
glass away from the door.  The subject began to awaken.  The DAT moved 

to cover. The subject was given clear commands and he was taken into 
custody without further incident.  A search of the stolen car yielded an AR 
platform rifle tucked along the backseat floorboard. There were also tools 

consistent with catalytic converter theft operations in the car.

3-Nov-22 2347 hrs. AREA 4 22-050239 LOP2211030
01154

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehicle, 
Watch 

Commander 
SUV, PRO - 1

Ballistic 
Shield

Protection for DAT N/A One AR rifle 1 (10851 VC, 
496 PC, and 

multiple 
firearm 
related 

offenses)

To the stolen 
car, one dent 

from the 
beanbag 

deployment 
and a 

shattered 
front 

passenger 
door window.

The VCOC assisted San Mateo PD in the sEmergency Rescue Vehichleice 
of a search warrant and arrest warrant at REDACTED for suspects 

REDACTED) and REDACTED). Both suspects had active warrants for 215 
P/C from a case stemming from San Mateo.  During the carjacking 

incident, both suspects were armed with firearms. During today’s search 
warrant sEmergency Rescue Vehichleice, suspect REDACTED was called 

out from the residence and arrested for his warrant by OPD. Suspect 
REDACTED was not located at the scene and is still outstanding. San 
Mateo PD was on scene and assumed custody of suspect REDACTED 
and executed the search warrant at the residence after it was cleared by 

OPD. 

4-Nov-22 0400hrs Area 6 22-050645 LOP2211040
00099

MAVIC 2, 
Mini 2, 

Armored 
SUV, 

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehicle, 
PROs -8

OPD Canine To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover for the apprehension of two 

215 P/C warrant suspects who were 
suspected of being armed with a 

firearm.

No injuries 
upon 

apprehension

semi auto pistol 1 x 215 P/C 
warrant

NONE

The VCOC assisted CRO3 in executing a search warrant at Redacted 25th 
Ave.  REDACTED 25th Ave is a known illegal gambling operation.  Due to 
operators and patron of illegal gambling operations being commonly armed 

with firearms, A/Captain REDACTED authorized the use of the Armored 
SUV to be utilized as mobile physical cover for the sEmergency Rescue 

Vehichleice of this search warrant.

7-Nov-22 1530hrs Area 3 22-051180 LOP2211070
00174

Mini 2, robot - 
which one? 
Armored, 
PROs - 5

N/A To be utilized as mobile physical 
cover for the Emergency Rescue 
Vehichleice of a search warrant 

related to an illegal casino where 
occupants were suspected of being 

armed with firearms.

No injuries 
upon 

apprehension.

NONE NONE NONE



On 11 Nov 22 at 0803 hrs, officers were dispatched to REDACTED 
MacArthur for the report of a TRO violation.  The RP (suspect’s father) 

stated that the suspect is diagnosed with a mental health issue and was at 
the property today.  When officers arrived the suspect ran into the yards.  I 

authorized the use of the OPD drone.  The suspect was seen crawling 
under the RP’s home.  Officers attempted to communicate with the suspect 
but the suspect refused to cooperate and it appeared that OPD presence 
was escalating the situation.  We minimized our footprint at the location 
and assigned a smaller number of officers to watch the location from a 

distance.

11-Nov-22 0803-1200 Area 5 
beat 30y

22-051912 LOP2211110
00222

OPD drone - 
which one?

NONE The suspect has history of being 
armed and fighting/resisting with 

the police.  The drone was used as 
an obsEmergency Rescue 

Vehichleation and de-escalation 
tool to locate the suspect and 

communicate with him.

N/A NONE NONE NONE

Officers responded to REDACTED located at REDACTED College Ave to 
investigate a report of a man with  rifle.  Employees reported seeing a man 

walking with a duffel bag containing a suspected rifle.  Before officers 
arrived on scene, the suspect was seen running away northbound College 
Ave.  I authorized the use of the armored Suburban so that officers could 
safely approach and detain the suspect if located.  Officers searched the 

area for the suspect and were unable to locate him.

11-Nov-22 2244 - 2345 Area 2 
Beat 12Y

N/A LOP2211110
01099

Armored 
Suburban

NONE The suspect was allegedly armed 
with a rifle.

N/A NONE NONE NONE

On 14 Nov 22 patrol officers were dispatched to investigate a report from a 
named caller of a woman standing in the middle of an intersection yelling 
and waving a black handgun in the air.  Because the subject was reported 
to be armed with a handgun, I authorized the deployment of the Armored 
Suburban so that officers could safely approach and detain the subject.  
Officers detained the subject and found that she likely had been using a 
black shoe to simulate a firearm.  The woman was given a mental health 

evaluation.

14-Nov-22 0243-0328 Area 
2/Beat 8X

N/A LOP2211140
00055

Armored 
Suburban

NONE The suspect was allegedly aremed 
with a handgun.

N/A NONE NONE NONE

On 17 Nov 22 at about 0257 hours an officer on routine patrol spotted 2 
suspects manipulating a safe in the middle of the street and 

obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed a vehicle parked nearby that was 
suspected to be involved in numerous 459s in the last several hours.  The 

suspects fled from the officer into the yards.  A perimeter was set and I 
authorized the deployment of a drone to aid in the search of the suspects. 

While waiting for the drone to deploy, perimeter officers obsEmergency 
Rescue Vehichleed one suspect hiding in a yard and took him into custody. 
The drone operator was able to locate another suspect hiding in a tree as 

well as one hiding on a second story porch accessed by an exterior 
stairwell.  Both suspects were detained.  A CID callout was authorized.

17-Nov-22 0257 hrs Area 5 22-052924 LOP2211170
00082

MAVIC, PROs- 
1

NONE To search for 459 suspects during 
a yard search

No injuries 
upon 

apprehension.

NONE Pending 
further 

investigation

NONE



On 18 Nov 22 at 1235 hours, officers responded to the REDACTED block 
of 26th Ave for a shotspotter activation.  Officers reviewed surveillance 

footage that someone being robbed across from REDACTED 26th Ave.  A 
suspect exited REDACTED 26th Ave REDACTED and began shooting at 
the robbery suspects, who shot back then fled northbound on 26th Ave.  
Officers believed that the initial shooting suspect went back into unit #C, 
but it was later learned that the suspect and the robbery victim got into a 

black Camaro and fled the area.  The armored SUV was deployed to 
provide cover against a potential armed barricaded suspect; before 

learning he fled the area.  OPD drones were deployed to check the area 
where the suspect was last seen to look for firearms in plain view.  

Announcements were made and one subject exited the unit and he was 
detained.  A search warrant was written for unit #C.

18-Nov-22 1235-1445 AREA 4 
beat 21x

22-053170 LOP2211180
00453

OPD drone - 
Mavic 2, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
3

ARGUS The suspect was obsEmergency 
Rescue Vehichleed shooting at 
robbery suspects and officers 

believed that the suspect returned 
to 2489 26th Ave #C

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

On 20 Nov 22, Communications received a call that a male white, 26, 5'9, 
heavy build, all black clothing was in front of REDACTED MLK Jr. Way with 
a gun in his waistband. Officers responded to that location and spotted the 
subject. A call back to the reporting party verified that this was the same 

subject he saw with a gun in his waistband. This subject was also identified 
as a domestic violence suspect from earlier in the day from that same 

location. Due to the subject possibly having a gun, I authorized the 
Armored SUV and the Emergency Rescue Vehichle to provide cover 

against a possibly armed subject and to safely approach the subject. As 
officers were waiting for the Armored SUV and the Emergency Rescue 

Vehichle, a plan was put together. At that time, the subject was joined by a 
male and female and subsequently got into a car, drove a short distance, 

parked and were walking in the 1200 block of  Jefferson. Due to the nature 
of the call, officers conducted a stop on all three subjects. The possibly 

armed suspect began running. Officers gave chase and were able to take 
him into custody. The other male and female were detained and 

subsequently released. The suspect was arrested for the domestic 
violence. No firearm was located.

20-Nov-22 1345hrs Area 1 
Beat 4X

22-053469 LOP2211200
00494

Armored SUV 
and the 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle (The 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle did 

not make it to 
the scene.) 
One PRO

N/A Reporting Party called 
Communications to report a male 

white 26,  5'9 heavy build, all black 
clothing was in front of 1415 MLK 

Jr. Way with a gun in his waistband. 
The subject was subsequently 

spotted at that location.  

No injuries NONE ONE NONE

Caller reported that a person had been pistol whipped outside a motel 
room. The suspect was still inside the motel room with the firearm. Officers 

met with victim and confirmed that he had been assaulted. He had a 
laceration to his face from the assault. Officers obtained video showing the 

suspect had entered the room and had not left. While preparing for a 
surround and call-out, the suspect surrendered on her own by exiting the 

motel room. She was taken into custody without incident. A replica firearm 
was found in plain view in the room while securing it.

24-Nov-22 2154 Area 3, 
19X

22-054218 LOP2211240
00752

Armored 
SUV, PROs - 

3

NONE Person pistol whipped a victim with 
a firearm and then entered a motel 

room with the firearm.

No injuries 
after arrival of 

police

Replica firearm 
recovered

ONE NONE

Officers responded to a call regarding a 215 PC/Code 7 suspect. The 
suspect asked to borrow the victim’s car. The victim denied the request 
and the suspect brandished a gun and took the car as well as cash from 
the victim. The suspect returned to the area and the victim called police 

Officers established a long eye on the suspect and the suspect fled on foot 
when officers attempted to challenge the suspect.

25-Nov-22 1851 hours AREA 4 22-054337 LOP2211250
00679

UAV - which 
one?, 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 3

CHP air 
support

Suspect was reported to be armed 
with a gun. Officers located social 

media postings of the suspect 
armed with two firearms wearing the 
same clothing he was wearing prior 

to fleeing from officers.

None reported 
on form

1 replica firearm 
recovered

1 MH NONE



Officers responded to a call for a wellbeing check for an nonresponsive 
occupant of a vehicle. Officers located the vehicle and after a records 

check confirmed the vehicle was stolen. Officers established containment 
and a DAT on the vehicle and advised the suspect had his hands in his 

waistband. When the officers gave the suspect commands in English and 
Spanish he awoke but refused to show his hands.

25-Nov-22 2214 hours AREA 4 22-054369 LOP2211250
00883

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 3

NONE Suspect was nonresponsive in a 
stolen vehicle. After waking up 

suspect refused to show his hands 
and kept his hands in his 

waistband.

None reported 
on form

1 replica firearm 
recovered

1 MO NONE

On 27 Nov 22 at about 0950 hours, officers were dispatched to an auto 
burglary suspect who barricaded themselves inside of the parked victim 
vehicle, after the registered owner confronted the suspect. The 350blk of 
4th St. was blocked off and a D.A.T. was established. Officers continued 

with announcements and verbal commands, but the suspect refused to exit 
the vehicle. SupEmergency Rescue Vehichleisors on scene developed a 

plan to safely detain and arrest the suspect. Due to the auto burglary 
suspect potentially being armed, I authorized the use of certain military 

equipment to help facilitate a safe conclusion. When officers approached, 
they were able to safely detain the individual with no force and resolve any 

potential threat to the public as safely as possible.

27-Nov-22 0952-1035 AREA 1 22-054581 LOP2211270
00315  

Armored 
SUV, PRO - 1

NONE I authorized the use of the Armored 
SUV and other military equipment 

to safely plan, gather intel, 
approach, and detain a potentially 
armed subject who committed an 

auto burglary, barricaded 
themselves inside of the vehicle, 

and initially refused to exit to 
officer’s lawful commands.

No injuries NONE 1 NONE

While on patrol in the vicinity of 66th Avenue and Coliseum Way, a 
suspect brandished a handgun at passing officers. The suspect then fled 

on I-880 and laid down in the center median of southbound and 
northbound traffic lanes on the K-rail. The suspect initially was non-

compliant with the officer’s commands and wanted officers to kill him. 
Officers used both English and Spanish commands. Officers continued to 
negotiate for an hour when the suspect agreed to surrender. Officers were 

able to take him into custody without further incident safely. The OPD 
"Mavic 2" drone was sent for visual support. The Emergency Rescue 
Vehichle and armored SUV contributed to the suspect's safe capture.

27-Nov-22 2152 hours AREA 6 22-054681 LOP2211270
00919

Mavic 2, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
3

TNT, CHP The suspect was armed with a 
firearm

No injuries NONE 1 Arrest NONE



Officers were dispatched to REDACTED Street for a code 7 subject inside 
the home. The family calling advised that a nephew with undiagnosed 

mental health challenges threatened to kill the family. S1 had assaulted the 
father (Denied injuries or medical treatment at the scene) and grabbed 

what was initially described as a rifle to kill the family. Officers arrived on 
the scene. A perimeter and blocking forces were set on the scene. The 
Emergency Rescue Vehichle was deployed due to the report of a rifle 

being involved. Officers on the scene were able to evacuate everyone but 
an older adult who was non – ambulatory in a back bedroom. Officer 
REDACTED debriefed the family and learned that the weapon was a 

shotgun and a baseball bat. Sergeants REDACTED led the blocking force 
waiting for additional units and set contingency plans if S1 came out with 

the shotgun. While waiting for the Emergency Rescue Vehichle to arrive on 
the scene, S1 came out of the house holding the shotgun with his right 

finger on the trigger. Officer immediately issued commands to S1, who was 
compliant with the commands and taken into custody without further 

incident. Officers completed an emergency aid sweep and let the family 
back in to address the elderly grandfather. Falck also checked with the 

family, all of whom denied injuries. Per the CIT officer on the scene, S1 did 
not meet the criteria for a 5150 W/I. S1 made cognitive statements about a 

415 Family and being upset with the family members on the scene.

3-Dec-22 1536 hours AREA 6 22-055703 LOP2212030
00669

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle and 
PROs - 3

NONE The suspect was armed with a 
firearm.

No injuries NONE 1 Arrest NONE

A patrolling officer saw two individuals sleeping in a car backed into a 
parking space at the 76 Gas Station. As the officer approached the vehicle, 
he obsEmergency Rescue Vehichleed that the right front passenger was in 

possession of a semi-automatic handgun. The Emergency Rescue 
Vehichle was deployed and utilized to prevent the vehicle from fleeing the 
parking space. When the driver awoke, he purposefully collided with the 

Emergency Rescue Vehichle to avoid capture. To dissuade the driver, one 
(1) less lethal beanbag round was fired into the driver's side rear quarter 
panel of the vehicle. The deployment of beanbag achieved the desired 

effect. The driver ceased his acts and turned himself over to police. The 
passenger also turned himself in to police without incident. As the suspects 
were being taken into custody, the armored SUV arrived on the scene and 

was not utilized.

5-Dec-22 0123 hours Area 4 
Beat 25X

22-055893 LOP2212050
00036

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
5

Less Lethal 
Shotgun

Subject armed with a firearm. No injuries Two (2) Semi-
automatic handguns 
one with extended 

magazine.

Two (2) 
Arrests

Wood Fence 
and concrete 

wall 
damaged. 

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehichle 

minor damage 
to front 

passeger side 
wheel. 

Officers were dispatched to an in-progress burglary at a school.  A remote 
security officer reported seeing a suspect on surveillance video enter the 

school.  I authorized the deployment of a drone to assist with searching for 
the suspect.  A search of the school was conducted but it appears the 

suspect fled the area via an air vent prior to officers’ arrival.

4-Dec-22 2301 hours AREA 1, 
Beat 03X

22-055885 LOP2212040
00987

Mavic drone, 
PROs - 3

NONE In progress burglary No injuries NONE NONE NONE



During a dispute between neighbors, one subject pointed a pistol at the 
other neighbor, made threats, and fired the pistol in the air in front of their 
residence. Armored vehicles were authorized to assist with officers setting 

up an arrest team in front of the residence. The subject was ultimately 
arrested, a CID callout was initiated, and a search warrant was authored 

and executed. A rifle was recovered from the residence.

4-Dec-22 1815 AREA 1 22-055859 LOP2212040
00765

Armored 
SUV, 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle, 
PROs - 4

NONE Armored vehicles were used to 
provide adequate cover for officers 
arresting a violent, armed suspect 

who fired a gun in front of his 
residence. The armored vehicles 

provided further cover for the arrest 
team as they anticipated other 

people coming out of the suspect 
residence.

NO 1 rifle recovered 1 NONE

Officers were dispatched to investigate a suspect who pointed a revolver at 
a victim and made threats against them.  The victim directed officers to the 

suspect’s residence.  A DAT was formed and the Emergency Rescue 
Vehichle was deployed.  Phone contact was made with the suspect, but he 
refused to exit.  The suspect may have been having mental health issues.  

After several hours of trying to negotiate with the suspect, the DAT and 
perimeter was cancelled, and uniformed officers remained near the 

suspect’s house.  A ramey warrant is being written and patrol is 
coordinating with plain clothes officers to assist with this investigation.

8-Dec-22 1235-1500 Area 6 
beat 31

22-056500 LOP2212080
00486

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehicle, 
PROs - 2

Mobile 
Evaluation 

Team 37L51

The suspect brandished a firearm 
(revolver), and the suspect 

barricaded himself inside of this 
residence.

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

VCOC officers conducted a surround and callout of REDACTED Hillside 
St. where a murder suspect was seen entering.  Due to the fact officers 

were attempting to apprehend a murder suspect, and the firearm used in 
the offense was outstanding, I authorized the deployment of the Armored 
Suburban and Emergency Rescue Vehicle so that officers could safely 

approach and arrest the suspect.  I also authorized the use of drones as a 
contingency to assist officers with locating the suspect inside the 
residence.  The suspect surrendered and was taken into custody.

7-Dec-22 1715 hours Area 5, 
Beat 30Y

22-052480 LOP2212070
00784

Mini drone, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle, 
Armored 

SUV, PROs - 
3

ARGUS Murder suspect, firearm 
outstanding

No injuries NONE NONE NONE

In the city of Hayward, there was a violent kidnapping. The Hayward Police 
Department pursued the suspect vehicle onto the freeway but lost sight of 

the car on Interstate 880. A short time later, a concerned individual 
contacted OPD Communications to report that a car (matching the 

description provided by Hayward PD) had arrived at the area of 71st 
Avenue and Spencer Street.   A male matching the description of the 

Hayward suspect fled while dragging a female victim behind a residence. 
As a result of the incident's violent nature, I permitted the Emergency 

Rescue Vehichle to be used as cover. The Hayward Police Department 
employed their drone and the California Highway Patrol's helicopter to scan 
the perimeter for the suspect. The suspect was taken into custody and the 

victim was rescued.

10-Dec-22 0141 hours Area 5 
Beat 26Y

22-056782 LOP2212100
00073

Hayward PD 
Drone 

Utilized, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle, 
PROs - 6

CHP 
Helicopter

Violent Kidnapping Minor injuries 
to victim

NONE Arrest made 
by Hayward 

PD

NONE

CHP had a planned operation to execute a High-risk search warrant 
regarding a 664 187PC. CHP requested the use of OPD’s Emergency 

Rescue Vehichle to execute the search warrant. Given the nature of the 
case, I authorized the use of the OPD’s Emergency Rescue Vehichle

14-Dec-22 0600 hours Area 3 
beat 14Y

N/A (outside 
agency 
assist)

LOP2212140
00093

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehichle

NONE CHP 664 187PC SW and arrest 
sEmergency Rescue Vehichleice

NONE NONE Arrest made 
by CHP

NONE



Officers responded to a call for sEmergency Rescue Vehichleice regarding 
a suspect asleep at the wheel of the suspect vehicle and was reported to 
be armed with a firearm.  The R/P described the weapon as a firearm with 
holes in the barrel. I authorized the deployment of the Emergency Rescue 
Vehicle and medical was staged nearby.  Authorization was given for units 
to deploy spike strips, which were deployed under the suspect vehicle.  As 

the Emergency Rescue Vehichle moved up to point of contact with the 
suspect vehicle, the suspect awoke.  Commands were given to the suspect 

to surrender, but the suspect ignored commands and fled the area by 
driving the suspect vehicle through two fences.  The suspect and the 

suspect vehicle are still outstanding at the time of this report.

17-Dec-22 0336 hrs. AREA 5 22-058001 LOP2212170
00136

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehicle, 
PROs - 3

Spike strips, 
Air support 

was not 
available

Ptrotection for DAT NONE NONE NONE Wooden 
fence and 
chain-link 

fence 
knocked over 

by the 
suspect 
vehicle.  

Emergency 
Rescue 
Vehichle 

suffered a flat 
tire from the 
spike strip.

Officers responded to a call for sEmergency Rescue Vehichleice regarding 
the pointing of a firearm and threats to harm.  Upon arrival, officers met 

with the victim who advised that the suspect had brandished a silver 
revolver at them and threatened to shoot them and their family.  A records 
check revealed that the suspect had numerous similar reports against him 

and there was an active warrant for his arrest for firearm possession. A 
surround and call out was performed at the suspect’s residence 

(REDACTED. Because it was believed that the suspect was still armed 
with a firearm, I authorized the deployment of armored vehicle resources 
from Alameda PD (both OPD armored assets were currently unavailable 
due to repairs needed). Primary and secondary DAT’s were established 
and medical was staged nearby.  I authorized the deployment of OPD’s 

UAV’s and a robot.  During the incident, the suspect partially broke out the 
front window to his residence.  An OPD officer used a less lethal bean bag 
round to strike the front door and another two bean bag rounds to further 

port the broken front window in an attempt to gain additional visual into the 
residence.  Electric power was turned off to the residence.  After hours of 
negotiating with the suspect, he finally surrendered peacefully and without 
further incident (1406 hrs.).  A search warrant was executed.  No firearm 

was recovered, however accessories to a replica firearm were found.

18-Dec-22 0844 hrs. AREA 6 22-058001 LOP2212180
00282

UAV-Mavic 2, 
Robot -iCore, 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehicle 

(APD), Watch 
Commander 

Vehicle, 
PROs - 3

NONE Protection for DAT NONE NONE One arrest Broken front 
window, 
initially 

caused by the 
suspect, but 

further broken 
by OPD.

A stabbing occurred at an apartment building. The suspect was believed to 
be hiding in another tenant’s apartment. Robots and a pole cam were used 
to assist in locating the suspect. Upon being discovered by the robot, the 

suspect became compliant with officer commands and was arrested 
without incident.

17-Dec-22 1800 AREA 1 22-058096 LOP2212170
00718

ICOR robot, 
pole cam, 
PRO - 1

NONE A stabbing suspect was believed to 
be hiding in an apartment. A robot 
and pole camera were deployed to 
assit in locating the suspect while 
officers maintained physical cover. 

NO Knife (used in 
crime), clothing

1 NONE



Patrol officers responded to a shooting at REDACTED and found two 
victims suffering from GSWs.  One victim had a GSW to his head.  
Officers quickly developed information suggesting that the shooting 
suspect was inside REDACTED.  I authorized the deployment of an 

armored vehicle so that officers could safely approach the residence and 
arrest the suspect.  I also authorized the deployment of drones to assist 
officers in searching the outlying yards and residence for the suspect.  

After HNT officers negotiated with the suspect, he surrendered to police 
and was taken into custody.

18-Dec-22 2115 AREA 1 22-058260 LOP2212170
00718

Mavic and 
Mini drones, 

Armored 
Vehicle 

(Alameda PD; 
all OPD armor 

presently 
down)., PROs 

- 4

NONE A shooting suspect was barricaded 
inside a residence

NO Pending search 
warrant

1 NONE

A subject armed with a gun was seen in a vehicle. The subject previously 
brandished a gun at the victim/reporting person. The vehicle was tracked 

by ARGUS to a parking lot in San Leandro. The emergency rescue vehicle 
(Emergency Rescue Vehichle) was authorized to be a blocking force and 

physical cover during the officers’ attempt to arrest the subject. Upon 
contact, the subject used his car to hit the Emergency Rescue Vehichle 

and a UC vehicle. The subject was ultimately arrested, placed on an 
emergency psychiatric hold, and a firearm was recovered.

19-Dec-22 1647 Originated 
in Area 1; 
equipment 
deployed 

in San 
Leandro

22-058390 LOP2212190
00721, 

LOP2212190
00787

Emergency 
rescue 
vehicle 

(Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle), 
PROs -3

Helicopter An armed (handgun) suspect was 
in a vehicle in a public parking lot. 

The subject had brandished a 
firearm at a victim earlier in the 

week and was seen in possession 
of a firearm today. The emergency 
rescue vehicle allowed officers to 

block, contact, and arrest the 
suspect from cover.

NO Loaded pistol (ghost 
gun)

1 Minor damage 
to suspect 

vehicle 
(suspect used 
vehicle to ram 

the 
Emergency 

Rescue 
Vehichle and 
a UC vehicle); 

superficial 
marks on 

front bumper 
of the 

Emergency 
Rescue 

Vehichle; 
superficial 

marks on rear 
bumper of the 

UC vehicle

Officers responded to a single vehicle accident on Grizzly Peak.  The RP 
indicated to dispatch that he and his wife drove off the roadway and he was 
not sure where he was.  Officers arrived on scene and could not locate the 
RP.  I authorized the deployment of a drone and air support to assist with 
locating the RP and his wife.  ALCO drone unit responded as well as CHP 

Air.  The RP was located and OFD rescue rappelled down the 
embankment to render aid.  The RP’s wife was pronounced deceased on 

scene.

20-Dec-22 0044 hours AREA 2 22-058455 LOP2212200
00031

ALCO Drone CHP Air, OFD 
Rescue, OPD 
Fatal Team

Locate and rescue a motorist who 
drove off Grizzly Peak

YES, injuries 
& fatal

N/A NONE NONE
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